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ABSTRACT 

Literature is replete with studies in 
knowledge management, culture and 
hospitality.   In the case of hospitality, it is 
because of its ability go grow income whether 
in developed or developing economies.  
Developing economies can rely greatly on 
such income especially when it comes from 
foreign visitors. 

Nonetheless, apparently existing 
studies in developing economies do not 
combine the three areas; thus, the motivation 
of this study to examine the effects of culture 
on KM adoption in the Nigerian hospitality 
industry.  Individuality and collectivism as 
well as career success and quality of life are 
considered as two ends of a continuum by 
Hofstede but this study found them, but this 
study found them as individual factors that 
could contribute to KM adoption. 

Hofstede’s culture dimensions was 
used along with some variables of technology 
acceptance model (TAM) to develop a 
theoretical model which was operationalised 
into a 45-item questionnaire that was 
completed by 195 respondents out of the 400 
to whom it was distributed in Nigeria. The 
analysis indicated as significant collectivism, 
uncertainty avoidance, career success, quality 
of life, short- and long-term orientation.  
Conversely, power distance and individualism 
were not significant. These findings are unique 
because apparently no earlier research has 
attempted to examine the culture effect on 
knowledge management adoption in the 
hospitality industry of Nigeria. This article 
presents the findings implication and areas for 
further research.  
 
Keywords: culture, hospitality, knowledge 
management, developing economies 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

There is abundant literature on 
knowledge management (KM) and its 
adoption (Huang and Lai, 2010).  Much 

research has also been done using Hofstede’s 
(1991, 2003) culture model (Robins and 
Stylianou, 2010).  Studies are also common in 
current literature on hospitality business 
because of its potential to, among other, 
generate and redistribute income in both 
developed and developing economies (Pizam, 
2005; Walker and Millar, 2008). Hospitality 
businesses are very useful sources of foreign 
earnings to developing economies (Sanni, 
2009).    

Nonetheless, apparently no existing 
study combines hospitality, knowledge 
management and culture in the context of 
developing economies.  This study takes up 
this challenge by examining the effects of 
culture on the adoption of KM in the 
hospitality industry of Nigeria.  The rest of the 
paper presents (a) the background; (b) culture 
and the development of the research model; (c) 
methods; (d) findings; (e) detailed data 
analysis; and (f) discussion; (g) 
rcommendations; and (h) implications to 
research and areas for further investigations. 
 
BACKGROUND 

Governments, businesses and 
individuals in both developed and developing 
countries like Nigeria earn significant income 
from hospitality industry even if it means from 
customer’s loyal patronage (Oxford 
Economics for the British Hospitality 
Association, 2010).  Tipping, profit-sharing 
schemes, compensation plans and foreign 
investments are other sources of income 
(Pizam, 2005; Walker and Miller, 2008).  
Nigeria, as an example of developing economy 
earned N680.01 million ($4.25 million) in 
1980 (Sanni, 2009, p 30). 

Hotels, bars and restaurants which make 
up the hospitality industry rely on information 
to provide their services.  For example, hotels 
need information that has to be timely and 
accurate.  They also need to know the 
changing preferences of their customers more 
so as the internet is giving customers quick 
and current market information (Buttle, 1986; 
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Barrow and Power, 2006; and Pires et al, 
2006).  The internet also provides the platform 
for on-line global consumer communities 
within which product and service information 
flow easily among consumers.  The knowledge 
intensity of the hospitality industry 
necessitates knowledge management adoption 
(KM) especially with its knowledge sharing 
process (cf DiPietro and Wang, 2010; 
Tiedemann, Birgele and Semeijn, 2009).  The 
gain of this adoption can be seen not only in 
big hospitality businesses, like Accor Hotel 
Group and Hilton Hotels (Baldwin, 2006), but 
also in small organisations (Waldimir, 2006, 
Hamzah and Woods, 2003). 

With these potential benefits and the 
fact that most hospitality businesses in 
developing economies are small in nature, it is 
very important to develop a model for KM 
adoption in developing economies.  Such a 
model should reveal the key explanatory 
factors that could also be manipulated to 
encourage knowledge management adoption in 
developing economies.  These factors include 
developmental, information technology and 
cultural factors.  The research from which this 
paper is produced covered all these key factors 
in the Nigerian context. 
 
CULTURE AND THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE RESEARCH MODEL 

Geert Hofstede (2003) includes the 
mind is his description of culture as “the 
collective programming of the mind which 
distinguishes one group or category of people 
from another” (p 89).  This implies that 
thinking and how knowledge is developed and 
shared is affected by culture.  Tacit knowledge 
is in the mind and KM endeavours to make it 
explicit so as to be sharable.  Collaborative 
work is also supported by KM and 
notwithstanding the universality of 
technology, globalisation and professionalism, 
group work is influenced by individual or 
collective cultural backgrounds (Root, 1994 
and Huntington, 1996).  Similarly, economic 
development has been associated with culture 
by the economic historian David Landes, cited 
in Harrison and Huntington (2000).  

Hofstede (1980) work on culture is the 
most cited and he initially classified the 
concept into (a) power distance, (b) 
uncertainty avoidance, (c) individualism vs 
collectivism, and (d) career success vs quality 

of life1.  In 1991, he added a fifth dimension – 
long term orientation to short-term orientation 
(to life).  

The discussion so supports the idea 
which is the main hypothesis that culture 
should significantly affect the adoption of KM 
in hospitality businesses of Nigeria. Thus, the 
following hypothesis:  
 
H1:  There is a significant positive 

relationship between culture and 
adoption of KM in the hospitality 
industry. 

 
In Hofstede’s assumption, a country 

would possess only one culture (Humphreys, 
1996), but later researchers found it different: 
cultural boundaries are not equivalent to 
national boundaries (Myers and Tan, 2002; 
and Ifiniedo, and Usoro, 2009).  Moreover, a 
common culture can be shared by more than 
one country.  The Northern part of Nigeria, for 
example, shares the some Arabic culture with 
other countries to the north of country.  
Researchers have acknowledged this diversity 
of culture in Africa and Nigeria (Ifinedo, and 
Usoro, 2009).  Nigerian culture is shaped by 
the numerous ethnic groups which are about 
250 and indigenous languages spoken are over 
500.  Out of these 250 ethnic groups, the three 
major ones comprise of Hausa, Yoruba and 
Ibo cultures whilst the minor ones include 
Ijaw, Kanuri, Ibibio, Tiv, Edo and Nupe (CIA 
World Factbook, 2011).  

To simplify the research, therefore, 
Hofstede’s culture model has been used but in 
a way that allows individuals by their response 
to identify themselves in the different culture 
patterns of Hofstede.  The same approach has 
been used by other studies (Matsumoto, 2006).   
 
Power distance 

Power relations and economic 
exchanges shape each other (Granovetter 
2005).  The World Bank (2006) confirms 
cultural and power biases do affect social 
mobility which in turn influences economic 
distribution of wealth.  Power distance in a 
particular society or culture can be described 
as the socially accepted distribution of power 
among individuals and institutions within that 
culture.  Ifinedo and Usoro (2009) describe it 
                                                           
1 Hofstede initially labelled this masculinity vs 
femininity. 
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as “the degree of equality, or inequality, 
between peoples in the country’s society” 
(page 109).  A society that tolerates much 
inequality in power and wealth ranks high on 
power distance whereas the society where the 
majority do not support the inequality ranks 
low (Usoro and Kuofie, 2008, p 124).  
Comparatively, many communities in Nigeria 
would exhibit high on power distance because 
in them power holders are often respected and 
inaccessible even though they may be regarded 
as major custodians of knowledge.  It is 
therefore important to investigate how power 
distance may affect KM adoption in the 
hospitality industry of different cultures. 

Power distance in organisation can be 
observed in difficulty (fear) or ease the 
employees have to express their views before 
their managers.  It could also be observed in 
the employees’ view of their superiors’ 
decision-making style – autocratic, democratic 
or laissez-faire; and their preference of the 
style (Hofstede, 2003).  An autocratic system 
can have some measure of success in forcing 
members to share knowledge.  However, it is 
reasonable to expect the existence of better 
knowledge sharing in a less forceful 
environment where there are close and warm 
relationships.  Such favourable environments 
and relationships are characteristic of a low 
power distance environment.  Similarly, 
knowledge creation and other KM processes 
are likely to be better performed in power 
distance environments.  Thus, we can 
formulate the following hypothesis: 
 
H1a: There is a significant negative 

relationship between power distance 
and intention to adopt knowledge 
management in hospitality industry of 
Nigeria. 

 
Individualism vs collectivism 

The degree to which a society reinforces 
individual or collective achievement and 
interpersonal relationships is Hofstede’s 
(2003) individualism vs collectivism.  Practice 
of collectivism in a culture is evidenced by 
close social networks with focus on the good 
of the group rather than the individual.  
Individuals are encouraged in such a culture to 
be loyal to the good of the group.  Conversely, 
when individuality and individual rights are 
considered paramount, such a society ranks 
high on individualism (Hofstede, 2003; and 

Usoro and Kuofie, 2008).  In the context of 
KM, while it is important to develop and build 
performance knowledge stock individually, the 
collective behaviour of knowledge sharing is 
essential for KM efforts to succeed. Which of 
these two extremes or mix thereof is ideal to 
encourage KM adoption?  This question will 
be examined with the following hypotheses: 
 
H1b: There is a positive relationship between 

individualism and intention to adopt 
knowledge management in hospitality 
industry of Nigeria. 

 
H1c: There is a positive relationship between 

collectivism and intention to adopt 
knowledge management in hospitality 
industry of Nigeria. 

 
Uncertainty avoidance 

Societies differ in their tolerance of 
uncertainty and ambiguity; and this difference 
is what is termed “uncertainty avoidance 
(Hofstede, 2003; Usoro and Kuofie, 2008).  
How well do they cope with unstructured 
situations?  A society with low tolerance of 
uncertainty would rank high on uncertainty 
avoidance and this society would find it 
difficult to cope well with unstructured 
situations.  The reverse is true with a low 
uncertainty avoidance culture which can 
tolerate variations in opinions.  A healthy 
knowledge management environment should 
allow a variety of opinions and some errors of 
judgment, thus arguing for the following 
hypothesis: 
 
H1d: There is a positive relationship between 

uncertainty avoidance and intention to 
adopt knowledge management in 
hospitality industry of Nigeria. 

 
Career success vs quality of life 

Career success stresses assertiveness 
and wealth accumulation and not quality of 
life or nurturing (Usoro and Kuofie, 2008).  
For a high level of knowledge management, it 
is important that staff be successful in their 
careers.  Equally important is that they behave 
as ‘good citizens’ of the group by valuing 
group quality of life.  Is one of the qualities a 
stronger influence on KM adoption in the 
hospital industry of Nigeria?  Where should 
the balance be drawn between the two 
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qualities.  These hypotheses will help us to 
answer these questions: 
 
H1e: There is a significant positive 

relationship between career success and 
intention to adopt knowledge 
management in hospitality industry of 
Nigeria. 

 
H1f: There is a significant positive 

relationship between quality of life and 
intention to adopt knowledge 
management in hospitality industry of 
Nigeria. 

 
Orientation 

Hofstede (2003) observed that Western 
societies tend to place emphasis on immediate 
problem solving whereas Eastern societies, 
typified by Japan, focus on the long-term 
view, causing their organisation to put up with 
problems as long as subsequent efforts 
incrementally reduce the problems.  This 
observation led him to add the long-term 
orientation vs short-term orientation to life as a 
culture dimension.  Some KM goals and plans 
such as those related to knowledge creation are 
long-term while others, such as knowledge 
storage, can be short term.  Thus, both 
orientations to problem solving should be 
necessary in KM environments (Becerra-
fernandez et al 2004 and 2008; Leidner and 
Kayworth, 2008).  It would be interesting to 
examine which of these orientations is more 
related to KM adoption in hospitality 
businesses of Nigerian. Hence, the following 
hypotheses help in this examination: 
 
H1g: There is a significant positive 

relationship between long-term 
orientation and intention to adopt 
knowledge management in hospitality 
industry of Nigeria. 

 
H1h: There is a significant positive 

relationship between short-term 
orientation and intention to adopt 
knowledge management in hospitality 
industry of Nigeria. 

 
METHODS 
 
Sampling 
There were three levels of sampling – cities, 
businesses and individual respondents.  Lagos 

and Calabar cities constituted a sample.  Lagos 
is the largest commercial city in Nigeria and 
Calabar is a traditional and cultural city.  This 
approach is judgmental sampling because the 
researchers selected the cities based on their 
knowledge of the cities’ suitability for the 
study (Lacobucci and Churchill, 2009).  With 
no reliable hospitality business register in 
Nigeria, businesses and respondents were 
conveniently sampled in such a way that some 
simple probability conditions could be met 
(Doherty, 1994).  This sampling approach is 
not unique to this study but has been used in 
other respectable research in information 
systems (Kim et al, 2011; and Li et al, 2011).  
 
Operationalisation 
Literature provided scales which were adapted 
for the two constructs of the study as briefly 
explained in this section.  The full operational 
definitions are in Appendix 1. 
 
Intention to adopt 
Since KM is still in its very infancy in 
Nigerian businesses of whom only very few 
adopt it, intention to adopt rather than actual 
adoption of KM, is used in this study.  The 
study also identifies with Yi et al’s (2006 cited 
in Teo, 2011) practical reasons (at the least the 
last two) for measuring intention rather than 
actual use: 
 

a) Respondents may consider 
information on actual use of 
technology to be too sensitive and 
thus discouraged to respond. 

b) When asked to report on actual 
use (eg, I use KM a lot for my 
work), respondents may find it 
desirable to respond only in a way 
that they perceive would 
correspond with the researcher’s 
expectation. 

c) Intention to use is desirably 
futuristic rather static and historic 
as actual use. 

 
Intention to adopt KM in hospitality industry 
of Nigeria does not exist as a construct in 
literature.  However, it is closely related to 
intention to use (IU) construct in Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM) originally 
developed by Davis (1986) and successfully 
tested for validity and reliability (Davis 1989; 
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Davis et al., 1989; Subramanian, 1994; and 
Agarwal and Prasad, 1999).  Therefore, this 
research adopts the format of IU in TAM and 
adapts the format to be in line with KM key 
processes of identifying, creating, storing and 
sharing knowledge (Honeycutt, 2000 and 
Gupta et al., 2000). 
 
Culture 
The research used Hofstede’s (1991, 2003) 
culture scales which can be broken into power 
distance, individualism vs collectivism, 
uncertainty avoidance, career success vs 
quality of life, and orientation (short-term vs 
long-term).  Some of the questions were 
slightly adapted to this study.  Examples are “I 
am afraid to express my views to my manager” 
and “I feel free to express my views to my 
manager.”  
 
Questionnaire 

As indicated before, the research 
addressed more than cultural issue but this 
paper concentrates only on the culture and 
intention to adopt KM constructs.  A 45-item 
questionnaire was developed for the whole 
study but only 28 items relate to these two 
constructs.  The questionnaire with the related 
items is on Appendix 2  Likert scales were 
used.  Close-ended structure and multi-choice 
ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly 
agree” were used for questions that measured 
the variables of interest.  Similar studies (cf 
Usoro and Shoyelu, 2010) have done the same.  
Some of the questionnaire items were reversed 
to control respondent’s consistency and 
reliability of response.  For example, item 18 
reads I am afraid to express my views to my 
manager.   It would be inconsistent for a 
respondent to indicate high both on that item 
and on item 19 which reads I feel free to 
express my views to my manager. The 
questionnaire also contained demographic 
questions which variables, ie age, 
qualifications and gender, are not in the 
research model.  Open-ended questions were 
also used to provide respondents the 
opportunity to freely express their views.  In 
addition to giving opportunity for general 
comments, the researchers provided their 
contact so as to give encouragement for 
additional information if so desired. 

The questionnaire was pilot tested with 
academics in the academic domain as well as 
practitioners in the hospitality industry in 

Paisley, UK.  This resulted in the modification 
of some of the items. 
 
Data collection  

The researchers did not personally 
collect the data because of distance.  They 
rather appointed two field workers – a 
recommended academic staff and researcher in 
Calabar (University of Calabar) and a trusted 
hospitality professional in Lagos.  The 
researchers used Skype to maintain constant 
contact and to monitor their performance. 

Both local and international hospitality 
businesses in Lagos and Calabar cities were 
approached at lunch time in their offices.  
Their staffs were requested to complete the 45-
item questionnaire.   197 out of 400 
questionnaires were completed, making a 
response rate of 49% which is a very good rate 
in this kind of study; for example, technology 
acceptance study that produced TAM had a 
response rate of 40% (Davis, 1986).   

 
Data Analysis 

The SPSS software was used to perform 
descriptive statistics as well as tests of 
significance.  Multivariate analysis of 
correlation and regression was also carried out 
using the same software. 

Before the main analysis which is 
reported in the next section, a pre-analysis was 
performed.  Each item on the questionnaire 
was allocated a column of an Excel 
spreadsheet while each respondent’s data 
occupied a row.  Only 2 responses 
(questionnaires) out of the 197 questionnaires 
were dropped because of a large number of 
non-item responses.  One of the two did not 
respond to 30 and the second did not respond 
to 9 out of the 45 questions.  Other item non-
responses were very minimal.  The greatest 
was a respondent with 3 non-response items, 
followed by another with 2 and the rest were 
only 1.  Dropping the 2 questionnaires dropped 
the number of responses actually used to 195.  
This is a good number for analysis and 
generalizations if we compare studies like 
Davis (1989) who used 152 completed 
questionnaires to validate the much accepted 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).  For 
8,775 cells (45 columns of questions x 195 
rows of responses), there were only 23 empty 
cells.  Another pre-treatment of the data was to 
reverse responses for negatively worded 
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questions (questionnaire items 9, 18 and 27) 
such that Likert scale of 1 to 5 becomes 5 to 1. 
 
Also, item 45 that asked for educational level 
provided for “Other” category and its 
specification.  This generated 3 additional 
qualifications: SSC (Senior School 
Certificate), (OND) Ordinary National 
Diploma and HND (Higher National Diploma) 
which were taken into consideration in the 
descriptive analysis. 
 
FINDINGS 

 
Description of respondents 

Cities 
As already noted, the data was collected from 
two cities in Nigeria. 71 usable questionnaires 
were completed in Lagos and 124 in Calabar. 
This indicates that the majority of the 
questionnaire which is 64% came from 
Calabar while the rest 36% is from Lagos. 
Figure 1 below shows the distribution of 
respondents between these cities.   

 

 
 

Figure 1: Description of respondents based on city 
 
The lower response rate in Lagos may be 
attributed to the faster pace of life there that 
leaves less time and attention to employees to 
complete research questionnaires. 
 
Age 

As can be seen on Figure 2, most of the 
respondents were less than 35 years old.  This 
is not uncommon in hospitality industry 
especially with private companies who think 
that young workers give them a better image 
(Martin and Gardiner, 2007). 

 

 
Figure 2: Age distribution of respondents 

36% 

64% 

Lagos

Calabar

6



 
Gender 
In Figure 3 and Table 1, most of the 
respondents were male who make up 57% of 
the survey while female make up 43% of the 
rest of the survey.   This is a bit different from 
the expected female dominance of the 

hospitality industry as observed by Ogbonna 
and Harris (2006).  An explanation could be 
that the economic recession of the country is 
making men to lose higher paying jobs and to 
flood the hospitality industry. 

 
  

Frequency Percent 
Valid 

Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid Male 111 56.9 56.9 56.9 

Female 84 43.1 43.1 100.0 

Total 195 100.0 100.0  
Table 1: Gender of respondents 

 

 

 
Figure 3:  Gender of respondents 

 
Education 
According to Table 2 and Figure 4, most of the 
respondents had high school certificate and a 
Bachelor’s degree.  There were even 3 with a 
PhD.  The high level of education among the 
respondents is reflective of the hospitality 
industry in Nigeria; because of high 

unemployment of graduates, it is not 
surprising to see a number of graduates taking 
up non-graduate jobs.  This may be different 
from other economies especially developed 
economies as seen in the study by Harkison et 
al (2011). 

  

57% 

43% 

Male

Female
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Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid High School or 
equivalent 

59 30.3 30.9 30.9 

Vocational school 18 9.2 9.4 40.3 
Bachelor's degree 82 42.1 42.9 83.2 
Master's degree 12 6.2 6.3 89.5 
PhD 3 1.5 1.6 91.1 
Senior secondary school 4 2.1 2.1 93.2 
Ordinary national 
diploma 

7 3.6 3.7 96.9 

Higher national diploma 6 3.1 3.1 100.0 
Total 191 97.9 100.0  

Missing System 4 2.1   
Total 195 100.0   

Table 2: Education levels of respondents 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Highest education achieved by respondents  

 
71 usable questionnaires were from 

Lagos and 124 Calabar.   Most respondents 
were less than 35 years old.  This is not 
uncommon in hospitality industry especially 
with private companies who think that young 
workers give them a better image (Martin and 
Gardiner, 2007).  57% of them were male.  

Most of the respondents had high school 
certificates and a Bachelor’s degrees.  There 
were even 3 with a PhD. 
 
Reliability of measure 

Reliability of the measures was 
achieved by ensuring that the constructs of the 
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study are firmly rooted in literature and as part 
of the pilot testing, the questionnaire items and 
their groupings were agreed by experts.  With 

regards to reliability, Cronbach’s test was used 
as can be seen in table 3. 
 

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items No of Items 

.814 .820 42 
Table 3: Reliability Statistics 

 
Cronbach’s Alpha for the measures for 

this work is 0.81 and that is acceptable 
because for psychometric tests which are 
similar to our questionnaire items, values of 
0.70 and above are acceptable (Bland and 
Altman 1997). 
 
Content validity 

Culture and intention to adopt KM are 
the main constructs of this study.  Culture 
scales had been developed by Hofstede (1991).  
For the second construct, intention to adopt, 
scales were adapted from intention to use 
measures from TAM (Technology Acceptance 
Model) which was originally developed by 
Davis (1989) and validated by him and 
subsequently by other researchers.  The 
intention to adopt measures were also derived 
from the scales developed by Teo et al (2010) 
and Jung et al (2008).  These adaptations of 
scales to reflect the context of this research 
needed to be further validated for content and, 
indirectly, construct validity (Litwin, 1995).  
This was achieved by pilot testing with both 
four managers of hospitality industry in 
Scotland, UK and two senior academics of the 
University of the West of Scotland, Paisley, 
UK.  Their feedback resulted in rewording 

some of the items.  Furthermore, three 
questions were negatively framed to achieve 
validity check. 
 
Construct validity 

Litwin (1995, p 43) indicates that while 
construct validity is the most valuable, it is the 
most difficult to understand, measure and 
report for the reason that it measures how 
meaningful a scale or survey instrument is 
when used in practice which is not often 
quantitative but experiential by years of use.  
However, some level of meaning of validity of 
the construct can be perceived from the way 
they were soundly derived from research 
literature.  The TAM and culture constructs, 
for instance, have strong theoretical bases and 
this helps to validate the derived constructs for 
this research. 

 
DETAILED DATA ANALYSIS 

All the hypotheses were significant 
except H4a (power distance) and H4c 
(individualism). Collinearity statistics 
indicated that it is appropriate to carry out 
regression analysis.  The tolerance levels range 
from 0.802 to 0.910 and VIF values range 
from 1.100 to 1.246 (see Table 4). 

 
Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 
Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 
1 (Constant) 2.293 .346  6.632 .000   

CO -.151 .061 -.153 -2.460 .015 .909 1.100 
UA .044 .059 .046 .738 .462 .896 1.116 
CS .310 .049 .416 6.306 .000 .811 1.233 
QL .080 .046 .109 1.745 .083 .910 1.098 
ST .064 .036 .116 1.790 .075 .839 1.192 
LTM .047 .036 .086 1.292 .198 .802 1.246 

a. Dependent Variable: IA 
Table 4:  Correlation statistics between culture variables and intention to adopt KM 

 
The regression analysis is on Table 5 

and is significant (0.000) implying that 
collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, career 
success, quality of life, short- and long-term 
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orientations do affect intention to adopt 
knowledge management in Nigerian 

hospitality businesses. 

   
Model Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 31.325 6 5.221 15.852 .000a 

Residual 61.915 188 .329   
Total 93.240 194    

a. Predictors: (Constant), LTM, CO, QL, UA, ST, CS 
b. Dependent Variable: IA 
Table 5: Regression of uncertainty avoidance and career success on intention to adopt KM 

 
The correlation coefficients are all positive except collectivism as can be seen on Table 6. 
 

Construct/Variable 
1 

Construct/Variable 
2 

Significanc
e 

Hypothesis Corr. co-
efficient 

Culture (CU) IA Yes* (.000) H4 0.191 
PD IA No (.195) H4a 0.068 
IN IA No (.071) H4c 0.101 
CO IA Yes* (.007) H4b -0.160 
UA IA Yes (.012) H4d 0.133 
CS IA Yes* (.000) H4e 0.293 
QL IA Yes* (.004) H4f 0.165 
ST IA Yes (.026) H4g 0.124 
LTM IA Yes (.013) H4h 0.138 

* Significantly high (at 0.01) whereas ordinary Yes is at 0.05 level. 
Table 6: Correlation coefficients between culture variables and intention to adopt KM 

 
Figure 4 summarises the outcome of the data analysis. 
 

 
Figure 4: Research model showing outcome of hypotheses testing – both countenanced (has no 

broken lines) and discountenanced hypotheses (has broken lines) 
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DISCUSSION 

A conducive culture has to be developed 
and maintained by managers to encourage the 
adoption of knowledge management.  
Consequently, we find a positive causal 
relationship between culture and intention to 
adopt.  One of the studies that corroborate with 
these findings is the one reported by Philips et 
al (1994) that the successful transfer of 
technology to Chinese firms is dependent on 
the compatibility of cultures of the transacting 
nations.  Cultural affinity strongly influenced 
technology adoption through ease of adoption.  
They found culture to be a positive rather than 
a negative influence to the adoption of 
information technology.  A similar result is 
found in this study between culture and 
intention to adopt knowledge management 
(H1) which is often supported by technology. 

Besides, if information technology 
which assists KM were to be used as a 
substitute for KM, there are studies that 
examine the relationship between culture and 
information technology.  Their findings 
between culture and adoption (and use) of 
information are mixed.  For instance, Leidner 
and Kayworth (2006) found a positive 
relationship between culture and management 
of information technology.  On the other hand, 
Walsham (2002, p 360, 277, 378) found out 
that cross-cultural globalisation causes 
different views in the importance, 
applicability, value and use of IT thus resulting 
in conflict.  Information technology itself is 
recognised to possess cultural assumptions 
which were embedded by the developers or 
managers who customised it (Irani et al, 2005; 
Romm et, 1991).  Thus, it is not surprising that 
users’ culture may conflict with them.  Irani et 
al (2005) has also noted that organisational 
culture by way of IT process may change the 
way information technology is used. 

This study used Hofstede’s (1999) 
dimensions of culture.  So, while on the whole 
culture plays a positive role (H1), in this 
section, the specific dimensions of culture will 
be evaluated with regards to their relationships 
with intention to adopt knowledge 
management. 

Power distance and individualism were 
not significant. The significant variables were 
therefore collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, 
career success, quality of life, short- and long-
term orientation.  These findings are 

unprecedented by earlier research as none 
apparently exist that tried to investigate the 
effect of culture on knowledge management 
adoption; but the rest of this section will 
reason out the findings. 

For collectivism to be significant is in 
keeping with the need for collaboration for 
effective knowledge management (King, 
2007).  This is evident especially when 
knowledge sharing process is considered.  
Knowledge creation can also be done in group. 

Uncertainty avoidance is also 
significant, meaning that people who tend to 
prefer precision in their work were more ready 
to adopt KM.  This tendency may directly 
relate to the quality needed to create and store 
knowledge especially with the use of computer 
databases and similar systems. 

Hofstede (1991) placed career success 
and quality of life as two ends of a continuum.  
But this study’s findings do not consider them 
as opposites.  Measured separately, both come 
out as significantly affecting intention to adopt 
knowledge management.  This makes sense 
because both desires are conducive to 
knowledge management environment.  Career 
success refers to the placing of personal goals 
above general goals.  Such a drive should 
produce creativity needed for knowledge 
management.  Also, if management is able to 
reward personal upward mobility tied to 
knowledge management, it would motivate 
employees with career success drives to adopt 
and contribute more to knowledge 
management efforts.  Quality of life goes 
beyond the idea of collectivism because of its 
nurturing approach.  For quality of life to be 
significant means that staff members with a 
nurturing tendency would more readily adopt 
knowledge management because KM requires 
some level of self-sacrifice and helping efforts 
for achieving group objectives. 

Knowledge management requires both 
short-term and long-term orientations as 
indicated by the significance of those two 
variables.  Hofstede (1991) regarded them as 
one variable with opposite meanings (short-
term versus long-term orientations).  The 
finding shows that they are not opposites in 
terms of requirements for adoption of KM.  In 
KM environment we need staffs that possess 
both orientations and if some possess only one 
of the orientations, other staff should 
complement with the possession of the other. 
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The conclusion that both orientations are 
needed come from the significant causal 
relationships of both short- and long-term 
orientations (H4g and H4h respectively) with 
intention to adopt KM. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The findings on culture imply that 
hospitality business managers should be 
sensitive to the cultural differences as 
displayed in the personality traits of their 
employees.  They could consider these straits 
even at employment stage.  To encourage 
knowledge management, they should employ 
staff who desire career success.  They could tie 
the success to knowledge management efforts, 
for instance by rewarding creativity.  At the 
same time, they should reward employees who 
are prepared to sacrifice to increase group 
knowledge capital.  This type of employees 
comes from the collectivism and nurturing 
(quality of life) culture.  It is very interesting 
to find that career success and quality of life 
are not opposites as presented by Hofstede 
(1991).  Both qualities are needed for KM to 
be adopted and to thrive.  The same is for 
short-term and long-term orientations.  Both 
views are also found useful for KM adoption 
in Nigeria. 

Generally, using the validated research 
model, government and hospitality 
practitioners can readily get an idea of the 
dynamics of KM adoption in the hospitality 
industry of Nigeria.  They can become aware 
of the influencing factors and how they relate 
to KM adoption in that country. 

 
IMPLICATIONS TO RESEARCH AND 
AREAS FOR FURTHER 
INVESTIGATIONS 

This is the first time this study has been 
done.  Therefore, it needs replication in other 
developing countries.  A comparative study 
can also be done between developing countries 
or between a developing and a developed 
country.  This study has provided a theoretical 
foundation with the research model.  If many 
replicated studies can be carried out, perhaps a 
generic model that applies beyond Nigeria can 
be developed.  Also if the recommendations 
are implemented it will be necessary to 
evaluate their workability with another study.  
Moreover, since this study is a target on the 
move both in terms of culture and the extent of 
KM adoption, it is expected that subsequent 

studies will update the information on 
adoption of KM in the Nigerian hospitality 
industry.  Furthermore, there are a number of 
other areas for further research. 

Finally, this study was focused on 
adoption rather than the role of KM in 
hospitality businesses of Nigeria.  In other 
words, how best to organise and manage 
knowledge in the hospitality businesses of 
Nigeria can be a useful research.  What are the 
standard features that can for example become 
information technology modules?  A future 
research could address this question. 

In conclusion, it can be hoped that both 
government and the hospitality industry of 
Nigeria will act on the above 
recommendations to encourage KM adoption 
that would improve the hospitality businesses 
in Nigeria.  Such improvement would not only 
generate additional income to owners and the 
government (at least by tax) but would re-
distribute income to more Nigerians who 
would be engaged in the industry. 
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Appendix 1 

Theoretical roots of constructs and their mapping to questionnaire 
Construct Operationalisation Questionnaire 

Item 
INTENTION TO USE 
(TAM item) 

At my work I like to identify new ideas 37 
At my work I like to create new ideas 38 
I don’t mind if ideas are written on paper or 
stored in computers 

39 

I will like my work to have a central storage 
for ideas 

40 

I like to share my ideas with others 41 
I like others to share their ideas with me 42 

CULTURE    
Power distance I am afraid to express my views to my 

manager   
18 

I feel free to express my views to my 
manager   

19 

My boss’ decision making is democratic 20 
I like  my boss to be democratic when 
making  decision  

21 

Individualism (vs 
Collectivism) 

I often do my own things 22 
Personal success is based on personal effort 23 
I like sharing my ideas with others 24 
The well-being of my co-workers is 
important to me 

25 

I feel good when I cooperate with others  26 
Uncertainty avoidance I do feel nervous or tense at work  27 

Company rules should not be broken even 28 
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when I think it is in the company’s best 
interest. 
I will work for my company until I retire 29 

Career success vs 
Quality of life 

I like jobs that earn me high incomes 30 
Quick promotions are among major job 
goals 

31 

I value a good working relationship with 
my manager first before high incomes  

32 

I value cooperative working relationship 
with my colleagues than promotions 

33 

Orientation  For my life what matters most is past 
experience 

34 

For my life what matters most is present 
experience 

35 

For my life what matters most is future 
experience 

36 

DEMOGRAPHIC 
ITEMS 

How old are you? 43 
What is your gender? 44 
What is your highest level of education 
completed?  

45 
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Appendix 2 
Questionnaire 

I am investigating the factors that influence people to adopt knowledge management in the hospitality 
industry of developing countries. In order to generate valuable information that will help boost the 
use of knowledge management in the hospitality industry your highly invaluable participation will 
help us in this regard and all information disclosed will be kept confidential. 
 Instruction: Please provide the most appropriate answer to the questions below in your candid 
opinion. 
Key to question 1 to 42: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Undecided, 4 = Agree, 5 = 
Strongly Agree 

No Item 1 2 3 4 5 
18 I am afraid to express my views to my manager        
19 I feel free to express my views to my manager        
20 My boss’ decision making is democratic      
21 I like my boss to be democratic in making decision      
22 I prefer to work alone      
23 Personal success is based on personal effort      
24 I like sharing my ideas with others      
25 The well being of my workers is important to me      
26 I feel good when I cooperate with others      
27 I do feel nervous or tense at work      
28 Company rules should not be broken even when I think it is 

in the company’s  best interest  
     

29 I will work for my company until I retire      
30 I like jobs that earn me high incomes      
31 Quick promotions are among my major job goals      
32 I value a good working relationship with my manager first 

before high incomes 
     

33 I value a cooperative working relationship with my 
colleagues than promotions 

     

34 For my life what matters most is past experience      
35 For my life what matters most is present experience      
36 For my life what matters most is future experience      
37 At my work I like to identify new ideas      
38 At my work I like to create new ideas      
39 I don’t mind if ideas are written on paper or stored in 

computers 
     

40 I will like my work to have a central storage for ideas      
41 I like to share my ideas with others      
42 I like others to share their ideas with me      
43  How old are you? 

 16 - 24yrs. 
 25 - 34yrs. 
 35 - 44yrs. 
 45 - 54yrs. 
 55 and above. 

44  What is your gender? 
 Male. 
 Female. 
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45 What is your highest level of education completed? 
  High school or equivalent. 
  Vocational school. 
  Bachelor’s degree. 
  Master’s degree. 
  PhD. 
  Other(s) 

 
Please specify  ....................................................................................................................   

 
Any general comments please (can continue on the back)  ..................................................  
 ..............................................................................................................................................  
 ..............................................................................................................................................  
Thank you very much for your cooperation 
Please send to: 
Bridget Abiagam  
Research Student 
School of Computing 
University of the West of Scotland 
Paisley, PA1 2BE 
bridget.abiagam@uws.ac.uk  
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Abstract 
Congestion in GSM networks  service 
provision in Nigerian are evidenced by 
escalating incidences of drop calls, lost calls 
and other service disruptions  that affect the 
quality of services offered by GSM operators. 
Using MTN Nigeria as a case study, we 
investigated factors responsible for the 
congestion problems experienced in GSM 
services. Stratified random sampling 
techniques were used to select samples of six 
out of 36 states in the country to form the 
target population for the study. This is 
combined with automated machine generated 
data supplemented by unstructured interview 
to obtain data gathered for analysis. Six 
hypotheses were formulated and tested in line 
with the set objectives. Descriptive and 
inferential statistics were employed for data 
analysis. The findings from our research 
showed that contrary to generally held 
opinion, calls peaked during the evening 
(between the hours of 7pm – 8pm) rather than 
during working hours and congestion is not 
totally positively correlated to the carrying 
capacity of the MTN infrastructure. The study 
identified other extraneous factors that 
contribute to congestion problem to include 
equipment vandalization: poor weather and 
high rise buildings in the line of sight between 
towers.  
 
Keyword: GSM, MTN, QOS, Nigeria, 
Communication 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Congestion is a situation that arises when the 
number of calls emanating or terminating from 
a particular network is more than the capacity 
the network is able to cater for at a time. It 
causes call to queue on the transmission 
channel. Consequently, the rate of transfer of 
voice signals is reduced, quality of signals 
received become distorted or both. At worst, 
the calls will not connect at all. There are 

technical mechanisms along the transmission 
link that tend to create or worsen congestion. 
When a number is dialed on a G.S.M phone 
the call is routed to the nearest base station 
where the Base Transceiver Station (BSC) 
receives, amplifies, and reroutes the call to the 
Base Station Controller. The BSC controls and 
manages single or multiple BTSs and 
communicates directly with the Mobile 
Service Switching Center (MSC) with an 
interface called the “A” Interface. The MSC 
finally routes the calls to its destination after 
the credit status of the call has been confirmed 
by the pre-billing software (Mughele et al 
2011).  
 
The balance of the capacity of these 
interfacing devices and the demand from 
subscribers determine the condition of 
congestion. Except where there are emergency 
calls and power outages, calls are transmitted 
at the required speed. Mobile communications 
also offer a lot of services ranging from 
mobile Internet, multimedia and electronic 
mails services. Mobile terminals are now 
becoming complex embedded systems, with 
stringent real time requirements for signaling 
and voice processing (Mehotra, 1997). There 
are many technical challenges to be solved to 
make all of these components work as 
envisaged. Ajala (2005), in a related study 
opined that the trend has moved from just 
owning a phone to complaints from GSM 
subscriber of poor network and drop calls due 
to congestion because of poor service 
provision by GSM operators.  
 
1.1 Congestion Avoidance and Control 
Congestion control in a signaling network 
helps to minimize audio packet losses but 
cannot be done reliably by simply controlling 
the send rate of the audio connection. The 
approach is to minimize packet losses by 
controlling the send rate as well as the loss 
recovery process at the destination, which in 
practice is done by controlling the amount of 
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redundant information added in audio packets 
at the source based on feedback information 
about the loss process measured at the 
destination. The same approach was also used 
in the case of multicast audio connections.  
 
There has been much work in the past on 
control mechanisms for packet audio. While 
some of it has focused on dynamic rate control 
mechanism in a homogeneous environment 
(Theodore, 2001) others concentrated on 
selective packet discarding in integrated 
environment (Aina, 2002; Peter, 2002). 
Research efforts on dynamic error control 
have focused on control mechanisms for 
ARQ-type protocols. In practice, rate control 
and the error control mechanisms are 
combined into one joint rate/error mechanism. 
The goal then is to adjust at the source both 
the send rate and the amount of redundant 
information to minimize the perceived lost rate 
at the destinations. To achieve this goal, it 
must be able to do the following; 
 
 adjust the rate at which packets are 

sent into the network 
 adjust the amount of redundant 

information added in these packets 
 elicit feedback information about the 

loss rates measured at the destinations, 
and 

 define a control mechanism which 
takes this feedback information to 
adjust the redundant information and 
send rate at the source accordingly. 
 

2. CONGESTION IN GSM NETWORKS 
IN NIGERIA  
As at May 2005, Nigeria with an estimated 
population of 128,771,988 had more than 9 
million GSM subscribers, making the country 
one of the fastest growing GSM markets in the 
world (Ajala, 2005; Koboye, 2010). Nicholas 
(2002) observed that there are five Global 
Systems for Mobile (GSM) 
Telecommunication operators in Nigeria: 
MTN, Airtel, GloMobile, MTEL, and Etisalat. 
MTN enjoys the greatest patronage, with over 
40 million active subscribers. It was predicted 
that between 2003 and 2006, Nigeria's GSM 
market would be Africa's fastest-growing 
mobile market, and this prediction had been 
fulfilled. The competition is getting fiercer by 
the day as operators have to compete 

desperately for the same potential subscribers 
(Ajala, 2005). 
 
Inadequacy of base transceiver stations (BTS) 
is one of the causes of congestion (Landsrtom 
et al, 2004; NCC, 2005). Otukoya and Ajala 
(2006) explained that the base transceiver 
station cabinet of the MTN network can take 
twelve transceivers. On the average, the BTS 
of the MTN network deploys two cabinets and 
each cabinet contains twelve transceivers. It 
therefore consists of twenty-four transceivers 
and each of them is sectorized into three parts. 
There are eight transceivers per sector. This 
implies that one transceiver can accommodate 
an eight-time slot. This means that eight calls 
can be received simultaneously at a time; this 
can be expressed as 8*8 = 64.  However, not 
all the 64 are available for call 
communication, others are used for call set up, 
so four of the time slot are used for the call 
setup thereby making 60 slots available and 
resulting into 60*3 time slot for each of the 
sectors. By implication, one MTN site can 
handle 180 calls simultaneously. The base 
station controller’s (BSC) capacity depends on 
how busy the transceivers are. Typically on 
the average, a BSC can handle between 30 to 
50 BTSs. One mobile switching centre can 
handle one base station controller. On the 
average, it is a ratio of 1:1. Each of the BTS, 
BSC, and MSC in the various parts of the 
country has the same capacity except Ojota, 
which is MTN’s biggest switching centre in 
Nigeria (Otukoya, 2007).   
 
Most GSM operators in Nigeria still depend on 
radio waves to transfer speech and data from 
base stations to mobile switching centers. 
Radio wave signals are subject to interference 
from other electromagnetic waves generating 
systems such as radio and television. When 
such interference occurs, it could lead to call 
setup failure, call drops or other distortions. 
Another reason for poor inter-network 
communication is the inability to agree on 
the sharing ratio of the revenue between 
the network operators. As a result, the 
numbers of lines that are open for 
interconnectivity are small compared to 
the total number of lines. 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN  
3.1 Pilot Study 
Our pilot study was conducted at the MTN 
national networking headquarters. Information 
was obtained from the radio frequency 
analyzer manager and the network geographic 
manager. The data logging system was also 
observed. Data integrity is assured by using 
data obtained from MTN data logging system 
(Anderson, 2003).  
 
3.2 Research Hypothesis 
To guide the research, the following 
research hypothesis was formulated: 
1. There is no significant relationship 

between attempted calls and established 
calls at various locations 

2. There is no significant relationship 
between attempted calls and congested 
calls at various location 

3. Attempted calls are independent of time of 
call. 

4. There is no significant relationship 
between attempted calls and population of 
location. 

5. There is no significant relationship 
between attempted calls and the business 
organizations within a location. 

6. Congestion control mechanism in use by 
service Providers (in this case, MTN 
Nigeria) are not effective. 

 
3.3 Sampling Techniques 
The 36 states in the country were divided into 
six strata which represented the six geo-
political zone in Nigeria.  States were 
randomly selected from each of the 
geopolitical zones. In all a total of five states 
including the federal capital territory were 
selected as representative of Nigeria. The 
randomly chosen states from the six 
geopolitical zones are Kano, Adamawa, Abuja 
(F.C.T.), Lagos, Enugu, and Rivers states. 
Statistical analysis is conducted to determine 
the capability of the network. This is done by 
comparing the number of calls that the 
network receives over a period of time to the 
number of congested calls. 
 
4. DATA ANALYSIS  
Descriptive and inferential analysis was 
carried out using the Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS). What follows are 
factor analysis done for each of the hypothesis.  

 
4.1 Test of Hypothesis 
 
Hypothesis 1:  There is no significant relationship between the number of attempted calls and  

established calls in the various locations.  
 
Table 1: Attempted versus Established call for Yola. 

 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated to determine the relationship 
between attempted calls and established calls 
in Yola. A strong positive correlation was 

found (r(88) = 996, p < .001), indicating a 
significant linear relationship between the two 
variables. Increase in attempted calls implies 
that more calls are also established. 
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Table 2: Attempted versus established calls for Port-Harcourt Correlations 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).  
 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated to determine the relationship 
between attempted calls and established calls 
in Port-Harcourt. A strong positive correlation 
was found (r(88) = 1.00, p < .001), indicating a 
significant linear relationship between the two 

variables. Increase in attempted calls implies 
that more calls are also established. This is a 
perfect correlation because the increase 
between the attempted and established call is 
1.00. 

 
Table 3: Attempted versus established calls for Lagos Correlations 

  Attempted calls for 
Lagos 

Established calls for 
Lagos 

Attempted calls for Lagos Pearson Correlation 1 .999** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 90 90 
Established calls for 
Lagos 

Pearson Correlation .999 1 

 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 90 90 

   ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated 
to determine the relationship between 
attempted calls and established calls in Lagos. 
A strong positive correlation was found (r(88) 

= 999, p < .001), indicating a significant linear 
relationship between the two variables. 
Increase in attempted calls implies that more 
calls are also established. 

 
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant relationship between attempted (incoming) calls and  
                        congested calls in the different location. 
 
Table 4: Attempted versus congested calls for Yola 
  Attempted calls 

Enugu 
Established calls 
Enugu 

Attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1 .993** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 90 90 
Established calls Enugu Pearson Correlation .993 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 90 90 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

 
 

Attempted calls for Rivers Established calls for Rivers 

Attempted calls for 
Rivers 

Pearson Correlation 1 1.000** 

 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 90 90 
Established calls for 
Rivers 

Pearson Correlation 1.000 1 

 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 90 90 
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A Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated for the relationship between 
attempted calls and congested calls made in 
Yola. A weak positive correlation was found 
(r(89) = .255, p < .005), indicating a 
significant relation between the two variables. 

The greater the number of attempted calls 
made the greater there are tendencies for 
congested calls. The relationship is weak 
implying that an increase in the number of 
attempted calls does not necessarily result in 
an increase in call congestion. 

 
Table 5: Attempted versus congested calls for Port-Harcourt 

Correlations

1 .739**
. .000

90 90
.739** 1
.000 .

90 90

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Attempted calls for Rivers

Congested calls for
Rivers

Attempted
calls for
Rivers

Congested
calls for
Rivers

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**.  
 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated for the relationship between 
attempted calls and congested calls made in 
Rivers. A strong positive correlation was 
found (r(89) = .739, p < .001), indicating a 
significant relation between the two variables. 

The greater the number of attempted calls 
made the greater the tendency for congested 
calls. The greater the number of attempted 
calls made, does not completely mean the 
more the calls are congested. 

 
Table 6: Attempted versus congested calls for Lagos 

Correlations

1 .555**
. .000

90 90
.555** 1
.000 .

90 90

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Attempted calls for Lagos

Congested calls for
Lagos

Attempted
calls for
Lagos

Congested
calls for
Lagos

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 
 

 
Hypothesis 3: The time of call is independent of the number of attempted calls 
 
With regards to the relationship between time 
and attempted calls, it is not reasonable to 
correlate a nominal data with an interval data 
therefore this test could not be conducted with 
regression or correlation analysis. Time is a 
nominal value that is merely a figure that 
represents the period of the day. Therefore, the 
test was conducted using auto correlation.  
 

This was done with SPSS by correlating the 
set of values against itself, and then the values 
are shifted one step backwards until the 
highest correlation coefficient was achieved. A 
Pearson auto correlation for attempted calls 
was tested using call obtained from Enugu and 
the following pattern in behaviour was 
observed. Time is illustrated in hours, it ranges 
from 0-24hours where 0hour represents 12hr 
(12:00am). 
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Table 7: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu at 0hour Correlations 
  attempted calls 

Enugu 
attempted calls Enugu 

attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1 1.000** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . . 
 N 193 193 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1.000 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . . 
 N 193 193 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
At 0hr the correlation was perfect and it has a 
strong positive relationship, r(191) = 1.000, p 

< .001,  indicating a significant linear 
relationship 

 
Table 8: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu after 1hour shift Correlations 
  attempted calls Enugu Attempted calls Enugu 

attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1 .893** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 193 192 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation .893 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 192 193 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
At 1hr the correlation was perfect and it has a 
strong positive relationship, r(190) = 893, p < 
.001,  indicating a significant linear 

relationship. This result was obtained after the 
1st shift. 

 
Table 9: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu after 2hours shift Correlations 
  Attempted calls Enugu attempted calls Enugu 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1 .659** 
 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 193 191 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation .659 1 
 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 191 193 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
At 2hr the correlation was perfect and it has a 
strong positive relationship, r(189) = .659, p < 
.001,  indicating a significant linear 

relationship. This result was obtained after the 
2nd shift. 

 
Table 10: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu after 3hours shift Correlations 
  attempted calls Enugu attempted calls Enugu 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation 1 .397** 

 Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
 N 193 190 
attempted calls Enugu Pearson Correlation .397 1 

 Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
 N 190 193 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
At 3hr the correlation was, r(188) = .397, p < 
.001, indicating a significant linear 
relationship. This result was obtained after the 

3rd shift. There is an observed progressive 
decrease in the correlation value. 
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Table 11: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu after 4hours shift 

Correlations

1 .160*
. .028

193 189
.160* 1
.028 .
189 193

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

attempted calls Enugu

attempted calls Enugu

attempted
calls Enugu

attempted
calls Enugu

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).*.  
At 4hr the correlation was perfect and it has a 
strong positive relationship, r(187) = .160, p < 
.005,  indicating a significant linear 

relationship. This result was obtained after the 
4th shift. There is an observed progressive 
decrease in the correlation value. 

 
Table 12: Auto-correlation of attempted calls for Enugu after 5hours shift 

Correlations

1 -.029
. .691

193 188
-.029 1
.691 .
188 193

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

attempted calls Enugu

attempted calls Enugu

attempted
calls Enugu

attempted
calls Enugu

 
At 5hr a weak negative correlation that was 
not significant was found, (r(186) = -.029, p > 
.05 indicating that there is  no significant 

relationship, hence the correlation is not 
significant. This result was obtained after the 
5th shift.  

 
Fig 1: Auto-correlation graph of time of attempted calls 

 
The graph above represents the behaviour of 
call when a full cycle is achieved. This was 

observed when the auto correlation value was 
.944. 
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Fig 2: Graph of number of calls per day 

 
The graph above shows the number for calls 
for eight days. The average value collated for 
the eight days is represented as the 9th day in 
the graph. The assumption is possible because 

of the consistency in the pattern of behavior of 
the data. From the graph the day that has the 
lowest calls implies that such days are 
weekends. 
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Table 39: correlation number of calls per hour for 9 days for 24hour 
Correlations 

    
Call for 
day 1 

Call for 
day 2 

Call for 
day 3 

Call for 
day 4 

Call for 
day 5 

Call for 
day 6 

Call for 
day 7 

Call for 
day 8 Call for day 9 

Call for 
day 1 

Pearson 
Correlation 1 .691(**) .756(**) .736(**) .664(**) .663(**) .687(**) .707(**) .762(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 2 

Pearson 
Correlation .691(**) 1 .953(**) .975(**) .980(**) .905(**) .957(**) .926(**) .977(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 3 

Pearson 
Correlation .756(**) .953(**) 1 .975(**) .936(**) .896(**) .940(**) .939(**) .975(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 4 

Pearson 
Correlation .736(**) .975(**) .975(**) 1 .963(**) .939(**) .975(**) .961(**) .994(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 5 

Pearson 
Correlation .664(**) .980(**) .936(**) .963(**) 1 .902(**) .944(**) .912(**) .967(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 . .000 .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 6 

Pearson 
Correlation .663(**) .905(**) .896(**) .939(**) .902(**) 1 .942(**) .918(**) .953(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 . .000 .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 7 

Pearson 
Correlation .687(**) .957(**) .940(**) .975(**) .944(**) .942(**) 1 .928(**) .977(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 . .000 .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 8 

Pearson 
Correlation .707(**) .926(**) .939(**) .961(**) .912(**) .918(**) .928(**) 1 .964(**) 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 . .000 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 
Call for 
day 9 

Pearson 
Correlation .762(**) .977(**) .975(**) .994(**) .967(**) .953(**) .977(**) .964(**) 1 

  Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 . 
  N 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

  
 **  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 
A Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated to determine the relationship 
between calls per hours for 9days as shown in 
the correlation table above. A strong positive 
correlation was found (r(22) = .994, p < .001), 
which is the highest correlation coefficient. 
The major reason for this test is to demonstrate 
that the data in fig 2 shows that the 6th and 7th 

days are Saturdays and Sundays. From the 
table above the lowest correlation coefficient 
was obtained on day six (r(22) = .663, p < 
.001), and seven (r(22) = .687, p < .001), 
respectively. This implies that the data is 
consistent and they also harmonize. Again we 
reject the null hypothesis. 

 
 
Hypothesis 4: There is no significant relationship between attempted calls and population of  
                         different geographic locations. 
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Table 13:  Average number calls attempted and population of 6 locations 
Correlations 
  Ave calls attempted for 

6 location 
Population for 5 
location 

Ave calls attempted 
for 6 location 

Pearson Correlation 1 .516 

 Sig. (2-tailed) . .295 
 N 6 6 
Population 
 For 6 location 

Pearson Correlation .516 1 

 Sig. (2-tailed) .295 . 
 N 6 6 

 
A Pearson correlation was conducted to 
determine the relationship between calls 
attempted in a location and the population of 
the location. A positive correlation that was 
not significant was found (r(4) = .516, p > 
.05). This implies that the larger the population 
of a location the more the number of call that 
will be made but this relationship is not 

significant. This might possibly be attributed 
to lack of enough data; perhaps if more than 
six locations are measured there may be a 
relationship. It could also imply that the more 
the population of a location, the higher the 
network capacity deployed to that location. 
Therefore, we accept the null hypothesis. 

 
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant relationship between attempted calls and business  
                        Organizations at various geographic locations. 
 
Table 14:  Average number calls attempted and business organizations of six locations 

Correlations

1 .707
. .116

6 6
.707 1
.116 .

6 6

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Average number of
attempted calls

number of business
organisation

Average
number of
attempted

calls

number of
business

organisation

 
 
A Pearson correlation was conducted to 
determine the relationship between attempted 
calls in a location and the number of business 
organization of the location. A strong 
correlation that was not significant was found 
(r(4) = .707, p > .05). This implies that the 
more the business activities of a location the 

more the calls that will be made. This 
relationship though not significant is a strong 
relationship. This is because as business 
activities increases in a location there is also a 
commensurate increase in the capacity of the 
networks. We accept the null hypothesis 

 
Hypothesis: The congestion control mechanism of MTN network is ineffective 
 
Table 4.42: Ratio of established and congested calls 
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A statistical test was conducted for established 
and congested calls to determine the ratio of 
established calls to congested call. The table 
above shows the coefficient dispersion of .144 
and coefficient variation (median) 19.0% and 
the price related differential is .991. This 
implies that the ratio between the two 
variables is negligible, because the established 

and congested calls are largely consistent. 
Hence, the control mechanism is efficient. The 
implication is that if MTN realize enough 
income, they can write off the congested calls 
as cost. The study has proven that to a large 
extent the MTN congestion control mechanism 
is effective. We therefore reject the null 
hypothesis.  

 
5. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
Findings from the analysis of research data 
revealed that there is a significant relationship 
between attempted calls and established calls 
which implies that the data are consistent. 
There is also a relationship between attempted 
calls and congested calls, implying that the 
congestion control mechanism of the network 
is consistent, hence the null hypotheses for 1 
and 2 were rejected. Results  from the 
autocorrelation result for attempted calls for 
Enugu confirmed that the data is periodic and 
a repetition is observed after every 24 hours.  
 
The result also shows that the highest 
autocorrelation coefficient was obtained at the 
24 hour range. This reveals that the data is 
consistent. Therefore the MTN mechanism is 
reasonably consistent in controlling congestion 
in the network. Day 6 and day 7 in Fig  2 were 
Saturday and Sunday. A correlation of call for 
seven days of the week shows that the least 
calls were observed on day 6 and day 7.  
 
Result also show that there is no significant 
relationship between calls established or 
congested and the population of an area 
because the more the population, the higher 
the capacity deployed. Otukoya and Ajala 
(2006) and Ndukwe (2008) agrees with this 
finding, noting that highly populated areas do 
not experience heavy congestion. They opined 
that congestion is not directly proportional to 
the population of an area because MTN makes 
provision for highly populated area by 
increasing the number of BTS deployed to 
such areas. No significant relationship was 
found between attempted calls and business 

activities in the various locations. This is 
confirmed by (Otukoya, 2007), who noted that 
each of the BTS, BSC, and MSC in various 
parts of the country has the same capacity, 
except for Lagos  which has the biggest 
switching centre in Ojota. 
 
On a final note, it can be inferred that 
Nigerians use GSM mostly for social 
interaction since calls doesn’t peak during 
working hours. Rather it is between 7.00 pm to 
8.30 pm. At peak period in Lagos the average 
number of attempted calls are - 3,818,750, 
Yola are - 45,263, Port-Harcourt -705,000, 
Kano - 405,625, F.C.T - 663,219, and Enugu - 
478,438.  
 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
The Nigeria telecommunication industry is 
faced with the challenge of congestion 
resulting in difficulties in connecting 
subscribers. One approach will be for telecom 
policy to enforce the adoption of priority calls 
mechanism for every GSM subscriber in 
Nigeria. The trade-off  is that when priority 
calls are implemented, it could increase traffic 
in the network during peak periods since some 
lines must have been prioritized. There is also 
the issue of dead spot. Basically this issue is 
driven by economic consideration. MTN is a 
business venture; it therefore device means of 
providing service by minimizing its resources 
in order to maximize profit. Most of the times 
when there are dead spots in sparsely 
populated areas, deploying more BTS to such 
areas will not be cost effective. There are the 
issues of diversion of calls to reduce 
congestion on particular sites. If a particular 
cell has reached its capacity, other in-coming 
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calls can be diverted to other cell with less 
traffic. This is possible but most applicable 
when the distance between the two sites is 
close. For very long distances, diversion is not 
cost effective.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents an architectural approach to 
detect Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) in 
Virtual Knowledge Community (VKC). A 
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is a malicious 
attempt by a single person or a group of people to 
cause the victim, site, or node to deny service to 
its customers. Virtual knowledge community is a 
virtual place where agents can meet, 
communicate and interact among themselves. The 
emergence of DDoS attack has become more 
frequent in today’s network environment.  

In this paper, we develop a DDoS attack 
models for detecting attack traffics in VKC and 
propose measures to deal with such an attack.  
Mathematical models are generated to illustrate 
our approach. The next stage of our work which 
will be reported in a future paper will be the 
gathering of data to validate our model. 
Keywords: Mobile Agents, Knowledge 
Management, Virtual Knowledge Communities, 
Security, ANFIS. 
 
 
1.0 Introduction 
The widespread uses of computer networks have 
made the number of attacks to grow extensively. 
A Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is a malicious 
attempt by a single person or a group of people to 
cause the victim, site, or node to deny service to 
its customers. When this attempt derives from a 
single host of the network, it constitutes a DoS 
attack. On the other hand, it is also possible that a 
lot of malicious hosts coordinate to flood the 
victim with an abundance of attack packets, so 
that the attack takes place simultaneously from 
multiple points. This type of attack is called a 
Distributed DoS, or DDoS attack.  

A virtual community is a place where agents 
share and exchange knowledge (Maret and 
Calmet, 2009). Virtual Knowledge Communities 
(VKC) is made up of community of communities, 
agents and community. While the knowledge 
communities’ domain might seem exciting and 
promising, measures of trust and security must be 
applied to each agent to establish a secure 
connection for securing knowledge in such a 
distributed environment. These unique 
characteristics along with growing concerns for 
security attacks, demands an immediate solution 
in securing knowledge agents. So far, the research 
in VKC has been primarily focused on knowledge 
sharing aspects rather than securing the VKC 
itself. Given the prevailing threat situation, there 
is a compelling need to develop architectures, 
algorithms, and protocols to realize a secure and 
dependable VKC infrastructure. Providing secure 
services in the VKC network environment is 
challenging because it is more vulnerable to 
intrusion / eavesdropping and selfishness. 
Adaptive security can be defined as an 
aggregation of traditional security measures, 
vulnerability monitoring, vulnerability detection 
and vulnerability response in that order. By 
adaptive security we mean the security model that 
reacts and modifies the security of the system 
based on needed security level or vulnerability 
level. 

Recently, quite a number of works have been 
done on agent-based knowledge communities but 
most of these works have not actually considered 
the possibilities of attack and the consequences 
that these malicious attacks can have on 
knowledge communities. For Instance, Guido et 
al. (2006) developed an integrated approach to 
distributed Knowledge management and security, 
using multi-agent systems and access control 
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policies in virtual communities. The methodology 
used was to model distributed knowledge 
management by means of normative multi-agent 
systems. Ogunleye et al. (2011) proposed a 
framework for securing knowledge agents in 
virtual knowledge communities against malicious 
attack by sharing knowledge in an encrypted 
format. Their approach was to enhance privacy so 
that malicious agents were not able to read the 
contents of important knowledge and to check the 
case of eavesdropping.   

None of the researchers have used an adaptive 
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to monitor 
and control attacks in knowledge communities. 
Some researchers have proposed a number of 
DDoS detection systems and one of the recent 
approaches is to use ANFIS for the effective 
detection of DDoS attacks.  

Many researchers have tested and 
recommended different ways of detection of 
attack which include statistical approach (Glenn 
et al, 2006) and machine learning methods 
(Srinivas and Andrew, 2004). The use of artificial 
intelligence in the detection of DDoS attacks is 
important as it can be made to adapt to identify 
new kinds of attacks (Fitsum, 2008). A simulation 
environment for the collection of training and 
testing data sets would be set up. Java Agent 
Development Framework would be used as the 
platform for agent communities. An intelligent 
agent called the shadow agent module would be 
developed to monitor and record various traffics 
in VKC network. A synthetic data would be 
generated and presented to ANFIS to classify 
between the normal and attack traffic. The paper 
is organized as follows: related work are 
presented in section 2, section 3 presents the 
system design for our approach, conclusions and 
future work are drawn in 4, and references are 
given in Section 5. 
 
2.0 Related Work 
Distributed Denial of Service Attack is infected 
by a malicious code act simultaneously and 
coordinated under the control of a single attacker 
in order to break into the victim's system, exhaust 
its resources, and force it to deny service to its 
customers (Charalampos P. et al., 2004). 

But how can attackers discover the hosts that 
will make up the attack network, and how can 
they install the attack tools on these hosts? 

Though this preparation stage of the attack is very 
crucial, discovering vulnerable hosts and 
installing attack tools on them have become a 
very easy process. There is no need for the 
intruder to spend time in creating the attack tools 
because there are already prepared programs that 
automatically find vulnerable systems, break into 
these systems, and then install the necessary 
programs for the attack. After that, the systems 
that have been infected by the malicious code 
look for other vulnerable computers and install on 
them the same malicious code. Because of the 
widespread scanning to identify victim systems, it 
is possible that large attack networks can be built 
very quickly (Charalampos P. et al., 2004). 

Recruiting the vulnerable machines Attackers 
can use different kinds of techniques (referred to 
as scanning techniques). The most important 
techniques are random scanning, topological 
scanning and local subnet scanning:  
 
Random scanning: In random scanning, the 
machine that is infected by the malicious code 
probes IP addresses randomly from the IP address 
space and checks their vulnerability. 

When it finds a vulnerable machine, it breaks 
into it and tries to infect it, installing on it the 
same malicious code that is installed on itself. 
Hit-list scanning: Long before attackers start 
scanning, they collect a large list of potentially 
vulnerable machines. In their effort to create their 
army, they begin scanning down the list in order 
to find vulnerable machines. When they find one, 
they install on it the malicious code and divide 
the list into half. Then they give one half to the 
newly compromised machine, keep the other half, 
and continue scanning the remaining list. The 
same process will be repeated when a new 
vulnerable machine is found. In addition, the hit 
list possessed by a new compromised host is 
constantly reducing because of the partitioning of 
the list discussed previously. This method is a 
difficult one to detect. 
 
Topological scanning: Topological scanning 
uses information contained on the victim machine 
in order to find new targets. In this technique, an 
already-compromised host looks for URLs in the 
disk of a machine that it wants to infect. Then it 
renders these URLs targets and checks their 
vulnerability. The fact that these URLs are valid 
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Web servers, it means that the compromised host 
scans possible targets directly from the beginning 
of the scanning phase. For that reason, the 
accuracy of this technique is extremely good, and 
its performance seems to be similar to that of hit-
list scanning.  
 
Local subnet scanning: This type of scanning 
acts behind a firewall in an area that is considered 
to be infected by the malicious scanning program. 
The compromised host looks for targets in its 
own local network, using the information that is 
hidden in “local” addresses. More specifically, a 
single copy of the scanning program is running 
behind a firewall and tries to break into all 
vulnerable machines that would otherwise be 
protected by the firewall. 
 
Types of DDoS attacks 
 
DDoS attacks can generally be grouped as flood 
attacks and logic or software attacks. 

Flood attacks operate by continuously sending 
large amounts of data to the victim or target 
machine. This flooding is designed to consume 
processing power and memory of the victim 
and/or network bandwidth and packet buffers. 
The latter kinds of attacks act by sending a 
number of malformed packets that exploit some 
vulnerability of software loaded at the victim. 
These attacks can be easily counteracted by 
correcting or patching the software. 

TCP SYN flood, UDP Flood, ICMP Flood and 
Smurf attacks are examples of flood attacks. 
Whereas, Ping of Death, Tear Drop, Land and 
Echo/Chargen attacks can be an examples of 
logic or software attacks. These examples are by 
no means exhaustive list of DDoS attacks as there 
are different variations of these as well as other 
types of attacks. 
 
Flood Attacks 
 
TCP-SYN Flood: this attack utilizes the three 
way handshaking of TCP connections. An 
attacker initiates a connection request with 
spoofed IP address to the target machine. The 
target machine then replies accordingly and waits 
for a reply that never comes. This will hold up 
crucial resources of the target machine like 
memory and processing power. As a result, users 

of the target machine will be denied of the 
services delivered to the attacker.  

UDP Flood: as UDP is a connectionless 
protocol, an attacker can send a tampered packet 
to a random port of the target machine. When the 
victim receives this packet and finds no 
application is waiting on the port, it will generate 
destination unreachable ICMP packet. This 
packet is then sent to the source address of the 
received packet which is a bogus one. If the 
number of packets sent by the attacker is very 
large, most of the resources at the victim will be 
held up or eventually the machine will go down. 

ICMP Flood: this type of attack generates a 
bunch of pings and UDP packets targeted at the 
victim. This bombardment will slow the network 
connectivity and eventually leads to loss of 
connectivity. Most of the connections of the 
target machine will be lost as a result. Smurf 
Attack: in this case an attacker sends forged 
ICMP echo packets to broadcast addresses of 
vulnerable networks. All the systems on these 
networks reply to the victim with ICMP echo 
replies. If the number of packets generated by the 
attacker is large, the bandwidth available to the 
target is rapidly exhausted, effectively denying its 
services to legitimate users. 

 
2.1 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System 

(ANFIS) 
The Sugeno (Sugeno M., 1985) fuzzy model was 
proposed for a systematic approach to generating 
fuzzy rules from a given input output data set.  
The ANFIS architecture is shown in figure 1.  
The circular nodes represent nodes that are fixed 
whereas the square nodes are nodes that have 
parameters to be learnt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: An ANFIS architecture for a two 
rule Sugeno system 
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A Two Rule Sugeno ANFIS has rules of the 
form: 

111111 ryqxpfTHENBisyandAisxIf ++=  

222222 ryqxpfTHENBisyandAisxIf ++=  
For the training of the network, there is a forward 
pass and a backward pass.  The forward pass 
propagates the input vector through the network 
layer by layer.  In the backward pass, the error is 
sent back through the network in a similar 
manner to back propagation. 

2.2 Virtual Knowledge Communities 
Virtual communities are becoming increasingly 
popular, particularly on the Internet, as a means 
for like-minded individuals to meet other 
individuals they can learn to trust and to share 
and gain access quickly and efficiently to the 
information they are mostly interested in. The 
concept of a community of practice or a 
community of interest can be supported in a 
virtual community in order to bring the 
appropriate parties together and to share their 
knowledge (Maret and Calmet, 2009). The 
advantage of this is that the members of a 
community centered on one specific topic or 
practice will only be presented with knowledge 
from domains they are, or at least are relatively 
likely to be, interested in. This knowledge does 
not need to be something they have specifically 
asked or searched for. 

Many virtual communities’ applications 
already exist on the Internet. Some are using 
agents in various forms as part of the back office 
system. Maret and Calmet (2009) proposed an 
approach that extends the abstraction of an agent, 
such that it acts within the system, searching for 
or delivering knowledge within other agents and 
through communities. With such a model, agents 
can choose to join, leave, create and destroy a 
community.  They can ask for information and 
send information to the community, and they can 
be member of several communities 
simultaneously. Agents can meet, communicate 
and interact among themselves of Virtual 
Knowledge Communities (VKC). This is because 
a VKC is centered on a topic, corresponding to a 
domain of interest for which the interested agents 
have joined this community. This notion allows 
an increased availability of data and knowledge 
within the various communities. 

The concept of knowledge cluster is used to 
represent a piece of knowledge from the agent's 
repository. Agents share and exchange 
knowledge clusters. A community consists of a 
domain of interest (a knowledge cluster), a leader 
(an agent), a policy and an unspecified number of 
member agents. The leader creates this 
community to achieve a goal (corresponding to 
the domain of interest). Each community is 
associated to a single policy which defines the 
community and which is up to the community 
leader. For instance, depending on the policy, a 
message buffer stores for a given duration or 
under given rules exchanged messages within this 
community. A number of researchers that have 
worked in the VKC and agent based 
environments (Boella et al. 2006; Portillo-
Rodrguez et al., 2007; Endsuleit, 2007) have all 
pointed out the necessity for better solutions to 
intrusions and other security problems associated 
with this research area. 

 
2.3 JADE 
JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) is 
the middleware developed by Telecom Italia 
Laboratory (TILAB) for the development of 
distributed multi-agent applications based on the 
peer-to-peer communication architecture. The 
intelligence, the initiative, the information, the 
resources and the control can be fully distributed 
on mobile terminals as well as on computers in 
the fixed network. The environment can evolve 
dynamically with peers that in JADE are called 
agents that appear and disappear in the system 
according to the needs and the requirements of 
the application environment. Communication 
between the peers, regardless of whether they are 
running in the wireless or wireline network, is 
completely symmetric with each peer being able 
to play both the initiator and the responder role.  
 
Design of JADE 
JADE is a software development framework 
aimed at developing multi-agent systems and 
applications conforming to FIPA standards for 
intelligent agents. It includes two main products: 
a FIPA-compliant agent platform and a package 
to develop Java agents. 
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Figure 2.0: FIPA reference model of an Agent 
Platform 
 

The standard model of an agent platform, as 
defined by FIPA, is represented in the following 
figure 2.0. 

The Agent Management System (AMS) is the 
agent who exerts supervisory control over access 
to and use of the Agent Platform. Only one AMS 
will exist in a single platform. The AMS provides 
white-page and life cycle service, maintaining a 
directory of agent identifiers (AID) and agent 
state. Each agent must register with an AMS in 
order to get a valid AID. 

The directory facilitator (DF) is the agent who 
provides the default page service in the platform. 
The message transport system, also called Agent 
Communication Channel (ACC), is the software 
component controlling all the exchange of 
messages within the platform, including messages 
to and from remote platforms. JADE fully 
complies with this reference architecture and 
when a JADE platform is launched, the AMS and 
DF are immediately created and the ACC module 
is set to allow message communication. The 
agent platform can be split on several hosts.  

Only one Java application, and therefore only 
one Java Virtual Machine (JVM), is executed on 
each host. Each JVM is a basic container of 
agents that provides a complete run time 
environment for agent execution and allows 
several agents to concurrently execute on the 
same host. The main-container, or front-end, is 
the agent container where the AMS and DF lives 
and where the RMI registry, that is used 
internally by JADE, is created. The other agent 
containers, instead, connect to the main container 

and provide a complete run-time environment for 
the execution of any set of JADE agents. 
 
3.0 System Design 
In order to explain DDoS attack scenario among 
the agents in virtual communities, a DDoS 
scenario is first described in this section. Figure 
3.0 shows an example of DDoS attack and 
resource requests where agent A is being 
bombarded with extra messages. 

Figure 3.0: DOS attack, showing agent how 
agent A is bombarded with extra messages 

 
This section describes a mathematical model 

for the system which is constructed to detect a 
flooding attack.  

Detecting DDoS attacks involves first 
knowing normal profile of the system and then to 
find deviations from this normal profile. 
Whenever incoming traffic goes out of the normal 
profile, anomalous system behavior is identified. 
Our approach detects flooding DDoS attacks by 
the constant monitoring of the propagation of 
abrupt traffic changes inside the VKC network. A 
threshold is used to construct the profile of the 
traffic for the agents in the network, and to 
identify anomalies whenever traffic goes out of 
profile. This metric captures the degree of 
dispersal or concentration of a distribution. We 
develop a module called a shadow agent to 
monitor the message transfer rate among the 
agents and to record each of the transfer time and 
present it to the shadow agent which then 
presents it to ANFIS for appropriate simulation, 
and to determine if there is an attack in the 
community. 
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3.1 The Security Initiation model 
An attacker is a host which is sending high 
volume of traffics towards the victim agent within 
a period of time (usually within seconds) and 
thereby consumes a large portion of the victim’s 
resource. An attacker may generate any kinds of 
messages with spoofed source addresses. In an 
attack scenario, there are usually multiple 
attackers and they may conspire. Our model 
explains how various traffics are generated by the 
attackers known as zombie agents. 

The description of the behavioral parameters 
is stated thus; followed by the mathematical 
model for the security framework in VKC. 

 
Z =  the no of Zombie agents in a community; 
ZL = the number of concurrently processing 

Zombie (Local) agents per community; 
ZD = the number of concurrently processing 

Zombie (distributed) agents per 
community; 

A = the total number of concurrently processing 
agents in a given community; 

K = the probability that an agent generates an 
attack traffic any time while processing a 
given resource. 

 
3.2 Proposed Adaptive Security Model 
The probability there is of an agent representing a 
distributed zombie agent from the class of active 
distributed agent (D1) and generating traffic while 
sending a message to distributed agent (D2) can 
be expressed by 

 Z(D1→D2) = 
A
KDD 21

  3.1 

The probability that an agent representing a 
distributed system in the class of active 
distributed agent (D1) generates traffic while 
sending a message to local agents can be 
expressed by  

  Z(D1→L) = 
A
KLD1

  3.2 

The model considers only traffic for relationships 
of the form Z(D1→…→Dh) (where there is a 
traffic string starting with a D1, and ending with a 
Dh, with the possibility of one or more local 
zombie agents in the traffic-for string), the 
probability for a specific local agents generating a 

traffic while sending message to Z( D1) is 
required: 

 Z(a specific L) → D1)= 
A

KD1
 3.3 

For longer strings, the probability that a specific 
Zombie (local agent) generates traffic with 
another local agent is  

 Z(a specific L) → L) = 
A

KL
 3.4 

The probability that an agent represents a zombie 
distributed agent Z(D1) which is in traffic lock 
with a local agent, which in turn is, in traffic-lock 
for a resource with a distributed agent that is 
waiting to receive can be expressed by 

 Z(D1→L→D2) =  
A
KLD1

. 
A

KD2
 3.5 

 
The probability that an agent representing a 
distributed agent (D1) is in traffic-lock for a local 
agent, which is in turn is in traffic-lock for a 
second local agent, which is in turn is in traffic-
lock with distributed agent that receives, can be 
expressed by 

 Z(D1→L→L→D2)=  Z(
A
KLD1

.
A

KL
.

A
KD2

) =  1D
2









A
KL

.
A

KD2
   

   3.6 
Thus, the above equations show that there is a 
global attack traffic cycle from Z(D1→L→…Dh). 
From this equation, this denotes a DDoS whereby 
the zombie agents are creating traffic among the 
agents. When this kind of traffic occurs, then 
appropriate measures are taken to prevent this 
kind of scenario from happening. 

It then follows that the expected number of 
attack global edges that will normally occur in a 
given community is:  

E = Z(
A
KDD 21

(1+ (
A

KL
) + 

2









A
KL

+… 

∑ 





n

A
KL

1

)   3.7 

We compare the request time among the 
agents with the threshold we would set to 
determine between the normal traffic and attack 
traffic. We would record the scenarios of 
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different request time among the agents and 
present it to ANFIS to determine the normal 
attack or possible attack. The threshold that 
would be used in this experiment is given as 
follows: 

 
• Output <0.2 – for normal 
• 0.2< output < 0.6 – for a possible attack 
• Output > 0.6 – for attack 

 
The range (0.2, 0.6) would be used to notify 
administrators or concerned personnel of the 
existence of suspicious activity in the network. 

Therefore, E = Z(
)().(

21
tatn

A
KDD

(1+ 
)().( tatn

A
KL
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+ 
2)().(









A

KL tatn
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n tatn

A
KL

1

)().(

)  3.8  

Where n(t) is the normal traffic time and a(t) is 
the attack traffic time. 

Then the whole model could be summarized 
thus: 

 
Dh(t) be the counter value of all the traffics 
generated by agents A1… Ai at time t.  

)()(

)(1
tAitDh

tD∑  

 
These computed values are now fed into the 

ANFIS as input values. 
Then the bit rate and rate of bit rate given in 

kilo bytes per second would be calculated 
(KB/S) as: 
 
time elapsed 
number bytes received 

Data Rate = 
dtimeelapse

ivedssagesrecenumberofme
 

Rate of Change of Data Rate  

= 
dtimeelapse

taratepreviousdaaratecurrentdat −
 

We aim to develop a distributed methodology 
which involves installing the shadow agent at 
various parts of the agents communties. Each 
shadow agent module will monitor the traffic 
flowing at different communties and presents it to 
ANFIS and if any anomaly in the traffic pattern is 
detected, it will notify the administrator for quick 

response. The notification will be propagated to 
all the agents through which the attack flows. 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the scenario for data 
collection using the ANFIS. We measure the 
traffic to determine if there is an attack or 
possible attack among the agents which are 
compared against the threshold we would set in 
the ANFIS. The shadow agent module records the 
total number of incoming messages arriving at a 
community at different time series and presents it 
to ANFIS.  

From our experiment, we will generate a 
synthetic data to determine the nature of traffic in 
the VKC network.  

  
Figure 3.1: Experimental Set-up for ANFIS 
Simulator in VKC Network 
 
The flowchart to represent our proposed DDoS 
detection attack in VKC is presented in figure 
3.2. 

 
Figure 3.2: A Flowchart for DDoS  Detection 
in VKC 
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The incoming message is captured by the 

shadow agent module which checks its record for 
the history of the message by inspecting the 
message through spoofing. If the message has 
earlier been sent it would be blocked immediately 
which means that it is a short term interval 
detection mechanism. This does not need to be 
passed to ANFIS. But if the messages are large 
arriving at the agents communities at the same 
time, it is then presented to ANFIS for possible 
check with the threshold we would set. 

 
4.0 Conclusions and future work 
It is expected that the result would perform well 
in classifying attack and normal data when it is in 
zero-order Sugeno-style inference configuration 
and when the input data is not normalized. The 
research work would make use of ANFIS to 
classify DDoS attacks. An agent environment for 
virtual knowledge community would be 
developed to address the security issues in VKC. 
The testing and training of the ANFIS would be 
done offline and future works can include online 
training and testing of data to detecting a possible 
attack. 
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Abstract 

Purpose: The paper conceptualises 
relationships of Hofstede’s dimensions of 
culture and knowledge sharing in virtual 
communities.  

Methodology: The research is based on 
literature study. Literature was searched in 
different databases including Emerald, IEEE 
and Google Scholar.  

Findings: A conceptual model is drawn based 
on variables and hypotheses that have been 
argued out from literature. These hypotheses 
show relationships between Hofstede’s 
dimensions of culture and knowledge sharing 
in virtual communities.    

Limitations: One of the main limitations is 
that it is only a conceptual study. It cannot be 
used in organisations unless it is validated.  

Keywords: Societal culture, knowledge 
sharing, virtual communities, power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, 
masculinity and long term orientation.  

 

Introduction  

How would you collaborate with your remote 
staff? How would content and knowledge be 
shared in your organisation? Knowledge 
management addresses these and other 
important questions and therefore is 
successfully implemented by leading 
companies in both public and private sectors 
e.g. NHS Scotland, NASA, IBM, Accenture, 
HP and Shell Ltd. It can change the way 
organisations conduct their business and some 
companies have built their entire business 
strategy around it.  

One of the core benefits of knowledge 
management is the connecting of people, 
systems and other resources in organisations to 
enable knowledge sharing. One recognised 
knowledge management approach for 
connecting people is communities of practice 
(Wang et al. 2002). Much research has been 

carried out on how communities of practice 
can effectively be used to maximise 
organisational value through its knowledge 
sharing activities (Camison et al. 2009; Wasko 
& Faraj, 2005; Wang et al. 2002). In most 
cases these communities use information and 
communication technology or cyberspace to 
communicate. Its member may not know each 
other face to face. These communities with 
little or no face to face contacts are termed 
virtual communities. (Rheingold, 1994). 
Organisations may develop such communities 
for the use of their staff. Virtual communities 
also attract non-members like customers, 
competitors and suppliers.  

Members of these virtual communities may 
belong to different societies, thus bringing in 
different societal cultures into these 
communities. Societal culture is a vital factor 
in face to face knowledge sharing (Ismail et al. 
2007). However, in virtual communities this 
factor has not been sufficiently empirically 
examined. This insufficiency is the motivation 
for this research. 

The research aims to study the relationships 
between societal culture and knowledge 
sharing in virtual communities. The rest of this 
paper presents the background, research 
question, research model and summary which 
include some discussion and areas for further 
investigation. 

Background 

Knowledge 

Interest in the concept of knowledge can be 
traced to the time of Socrates (Firey, 1999). 
Knowledge is not an easy concept to 
understand. It has different dimensions. Tacit 
and explicit are considered very important 
(Brown & Duguid, 2000). Tacit knowledge is 
stored in people’s minds and explicit 
knowledge is stored in objects like computers 
and books (Skyrme, 2001). Explicit 
knowledge can be called information. The 
study of literature shows many definitions of 
knowledge. Yet there is no standard definition 
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for knowledge. The research considers the 
following definition of knowledge by 
Thomson and Martin due to two main reasons: 

“Knowledge is an amalgamation of 
experience, values, information, insight 
and strategic awareness – which goes 
beyond the notions of data and 
information.” (Thomson & Martin, 2005, 
p 788).  

This definition is in line with traditional 
hierarchy: data, information and knowledge. It 
distinguishes knowledge from data and 
information. It expresses knowledge as being 
composed of parts like experience, values and 
insight. Knowledge is considered as an 
intangible resource which plays an important 
role for the success of an organisation 
(Martinkenaite, 2011; Burke, 2011). This 
resource needs to be created, shared and stored 
in an organisation.  

Knowledge Management 

Knowledge management emerged as a 
discipline and as an organisational practice in 
the 1990’s (Ives, Torrey, & Gordon, 1997) but 
the history of knowledge management goes 
back to the earliest civilisations (Wiig, 1997). 
However, due to the quality and quantity of 
the research in the field, it is considered by 
many as a mature discipline and it has been 
implemented by small and large organisations. 
There is no agreement among scholars about 
the standard definition of knowledge 
management. Some of the suitable definitions 
are listed below.  

 Knowledge Management is related to 
creation, capture, organisation, access 
and use of knowledge (Soliman & 
Spooner, 2000).  

 Knowledge management is a set of 
techniques and practices which 
facilitate the flow of knowledge into 
and within the firm (Birkinshaw, 2001). 

 It is the generation, storage, 
distribution, and application of 
knowledge (Sandars & Heller, 2006).  

  “An organized collection of people, 
procedures, software, databases and 
devices used to create, store, share and 
use the organisations knowledge and 
experience” (Stair & Reynolds, 2008, p 
324).   

Knowledge management processes are mainly 
creation, storage and sharing. These processes 
may vary from organisation to organisation. 
One of its vital processes is knowledge 
sharing.  

Knowledge sharing 

Francis Bacon (1597) was one of the early 
writers who described knowledge as power. 
This view of knowledge is still widely 
accepted as a right approach in business and 
generally in life. However, it has been 
criticized by many knowledge management 
researchers. For example, Hoof and Ridder 
(2004) pointed out that new knowledge can be 
created as a result of sharing knowledge. Thus, 
knowledge increases when shared. So if one 
holds their knowledge it is of little use and 
new knowledge may not be created. Sharing 
knowledge can increase the value and stock of 
knowledge As a result, it can be said that 
knowledge sharing is power.  

Knowledge sharing is the exchange of task-
related information, knowhow, and feedback 
regarding a product or procedure (Wei, 2009). 
Knowledge sharing provides a business with 
competitive advantage. It enhances innovative 
performance and reduces redundant learning 
efforts (Newell et al. 2001).  

Virtual communities 

The term ‘virtual community’ was first used 
by Lave and Wenger (1991) and is a group of 
people who may or may not meet one another 
face to face, and who exchange words and 
ideas through the mediation of computer 
bulletin boards and networks (Rheingold, 
1994). Leary and Fontainha (2007) describe 
virtual community as a network of individuals 
who share a domain of interest and they 
communicate through the Internet.  

People are increasingly spending a lot of their 
time online. According to Miniwatts (2009) 
nearly one fourth of the world has their 
profiles on social networking sites such as 
Facebook, LinkedIn, and MySpace. Facebook 
users have exceeded 600 million. These users 
might be customers, suppliers and remote 
employers, who can be a source of some good 
knowledge. Organisations can take advantage 
of this source of knowledge. 

Organisations form communities by providing 
platforms for Internet users to communicate.  
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For example, IBM has more than 22,000 
employees on the IBM Facebook page. IBM 
observes that employees share and discuss 
more of their work related knowledge and 
problems in these communities (O’Dell & 
Hubert, 2011). Businesses see virtual 
communities as an opportunity to provide and 
share knowledge with people who are miles 
away and accessing them physically is not 
feasible. As a result, research about virtual 
community is growing (Dube et al. 2005; 
Widen-Wulff & Ginman, 2004; Smeds & 
Alvesalo, 2003; Kozinets, 2002; Caterall & 
Maclaran, 2001). One of the important areas is 
culture (McCalla, 2000; Ardichivli, et al. 
2006) that needs to be researched.  

Societal culture 

Culture is a very broad and complex concept. 
Usoro and Kuofie (2006) and  Kreittner and 
Kinicki (2002, p. 88) supported the broad 
classification of culture into societal and 
organisational culture. Societal culture can 
span beyond national boundaries. Therefore 
most researchers prefer to use the term rather 
than “national culture”. For example, the 
Pashtun culture in Pakistan is shared by parts 
of India and Afghanistan.  

Some of the key researchers who have 
contributed to societal culture are Edward 
Hall, Hofstede (1981, 1991) and Trompenaars 
(1993). Hofstede’s work is considered as a 
hallmark for cross culture study. It has been 
used extensively in different sectors like 
education and IT (Twati, 2008). This research 
considers Hofstede’s work.  

Hofstede (2003) described culture as a 
“collective programming of the mind that 
distinguishes one group or category from 
another” (p. 89). Hofstede (1980, 1991) 
arrived at five dimensions of culture which 
are: power distance, uncertainty avoidance, 
individualism, masculinity and long term 
orientation.  

 Power distance means the extent to 
which the less powerful members of an 
organisation within a country feel that 
power is unequally distributed.  

 Uncertainty avoidance is related to the 
extent to which members of a society 
feel unsafe by unknown situations.  

 Individualism refers to the degree to 
which people from a society look after 

themselves and their close family 
members and neglects the society.  

 Masculinity means people within a 
society emphasise on traditional gender 
roles.  

 Long term orientation means time that 
values patience.      

Research question     

Due to globalisation, virtual communities have 
emerged as one of the best tools to enable 
organisations to share knowledge with 
members who are miles away. Virtual 
communities allow people to become members 
having different cultural backgrounds to share 
knowledge. Researchers have established that 
societal culture plays a vital role in face to face 
knowledge sharing. As organisations 
increasingly use virtual communities to share 
knowledge, the question is: What is the 
relationship of societal culture with knowledge 
sharing in virtual communities?    

Research model 

Power distance and knowledge sharing:  

Power distance is measured from low to high. 
A high power distance culture can be 
characterised by inequalities among people, 
centralisation, reticence, and where 
subordinates expect to be told what to do 
(Hofstede, 1991). On the other hand a low 
power distance culture is more democratic and 
members are open, criticise things and 
decentralisation is more popular. Triandi’s 
(1995) horizontal and vertical cultures are very 
similar to power distance. Vertical culture is 
similar to high power distance and horizontal 
culture to low power distance. Bhagat et al. 
(2002) pointed out that horizontal and vertical 
cultures affect cross-border transfer of 
knowledge. Ipe’s (2003) specified power and 
status has a relationship with motivation to 
share knowledge and it also affects the 
direction of flow of knowledge.   

Individuals in VCs (Virtual Communities) 
from a low power distance culture may easily 
share their knowledge because of their self-
ruled nature. They may openly ask or reply to 
questions. They may criticise things by posting 
them on VCs which may encourage others to 
reply to them and may lead to useful 
discussions. Thus, it can be stated that 
individuals from a low power distance culture 
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may easily initiate the process of knowledge 
sharing.  

Knowledge sharing might be difficult where 
one or both parties belong to a high power 
distance society. It may depend on whether 
both parties perceive each other equal in 
powers. If they perceive each other equal in 
power they may share knowledge. Perception 
of power about the other may be wrong if they 
do not know each other face to face. In 
addition, members from high power distance 
cultures are less critical and open. Thus, it can 
be stated that people from high power distance 
society may share less knowledge. Thus,   

H1: Power distance is negatively related to 
knowledge sharing in VCs. 

Uncertainty avoidance and knowledge sharing: 

Uncertainty avoidance can be measured from 
weak to strong. In weak uncertainty avoidance 
society each day is accepted as it comes. Some 
of the main values of weak uncertainty are: 
avoiding aggressions and emotions, 
considering innovation, achieving motivates 
members and no rules than are necessary 
(Hofstede, 1991). Chan (2003) performed a 
case study about knowledge sharing in 
multicultural settings using Hofstede‘s culture 
theory and found that uncertainty avoidance 
affect knowledge sharing and it needs to be 
studied in virtual communities.  

An individual in a VC who shows less 
aggression and emotion, as compared to 
another individual who expresses more, may 
be perceived as modest. This may encourage 
another person to initiate discussion which 
may lead to knowledge sharing. If there are 
many rules it may make knowledge sharing 
difficult. They might see these rules as hurdles 
to initiate the process of knowledge sharing. 
Thus, it can be said that characteristics of a 
weak uncertainty society may be more in 
favour to initiate knowledge sharing. Thus, 

H2: Uncertainty avoidance is negatively 
related to knowledge sharing in VCs.   

Individualism and knowledge sharing: 

Individualism is measured from low to high. 
Low individualism implies collectivism. 
Members from low individualistic society 
think more in terms of “we” while in high 
individualistic society they think more in terms 
of “I” (Hofstede, 1991). High-context 

communication is more prevalent in low 
individualistic society. High context 
communication means many things are 
intentionally not said, letting the culture 
explain. Word choice becomes important as 
few words convey a message more effectively. 
In low-context the communication is more 
explicit. According to Chow et al. (2000), 
members of a collectivist culture tend to be 
open and they may share knowledge easily 
with members of their in-group. Michailova 
and Hutchings (2006) conducted a 
comparative research. They studied influences 
of Chinese and Russian national cultures on 
knowledge sharing. They found that 
Individualism and Collectivism have strong 
relationships with knowledge sharing.  

High context communication style of low 
individualist members may make knowledge 
sharing difficult in VCs, for example, when 
the knowledge provider is from high context 
and the knowledge receiver is from low 
context. The high context may not explain a 
whole message and would assume that the 
receiver know the unsaid part because of the 
culture. Ardichivli et al. (2006) that 
collectivist could be a barrier in knowledge 
transfer in online Communities of Practice. 
Thus,  

H3: Individualism is negatively related to 
knowledge sharing in VCs. 

Masculinity and knowledge sharing: 

It is measured from low to high masculinity. 
Low masculinity is also called femininity. A 
high masculinity is represented by values like 
achievement, heroism, assertiveness and 
material reward for success (Hofstede, 1991). 
A low masculinity society is represented by 
such characteristics as cooperation, modesty, 
caring for others and quality of life (Hofstede, 
1991).  

An individual from a low masculinity society 
where they cooperate or care for others may 
encourage others to share knowledge. In a high 
masculinity where competition is high 
knowledge may be seen as a source of power 
and may not be shared. Thus, 

H4: Masculinity is negatively related to 
knowledge sharing in VCs.  

Long-term orientation and knowledge sharing:  
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Members of long term oriented societies focus 
on the future. In contrast, members of short 
term orientated society focus on the past and 
present (Wei et al., 2008; Alkhaldi, Yusof, & 
Aziz, 2011). In long term oriented society, 
members can adapt traditions to a modern 
context and respect social and status obligation 
within links (Hofstede, 1995). In short-term 
orientation, quick results are expected 
(Hofstede, 1991).  

Members of a long term orientated society 
may adapt themselves easily if they join a 
virtual community as compared to members 
who belong to a short orientated society. They 
may feel more comfortable and confident.  
This can lead them to initiate online 
discussions and reply to questions. In general, 
those individuals who focus on the future may 
be more inclined to make good relationships 
with others. A relationship can easily be made 
if there are some kinds of gifts are offered. In a 
virtual community, to build good relationship 
in a long term oriented society members may 
offer their knowledge by taking part in 
discussions and answering questions. Thus,  

H5: Long term orientation has a positive 
relationship with knowledge sharing in VCs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Research model 

Summary 

In this paper we have discussed Hofstede’s 
dimensions of culture and knowledge sharing 
in virtual community. We have explored the 
relationship of power distance, uncertainty 
avoidance, individualism, masculinity and 
long term orientation with knowledge sharing 
in VCs. We have developed hypotheses based 

on Hofstede’s culture dimensions. Power 
distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism 
and masculinity show negative relationship 
and long term orientation show a positive 
relationship with knowledge sharing in virtual 
community context. A conceptual model is 
developed on the base of literature and 
hypotheses. The conceptual model provides 
information and relationships between 
Hofstede’s culture dimensions and knowledge 
sharing. Future work would focus on the 
validation of the conceptual model developed 
in this paper by collecting data from a virtual 
community.    
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ABSTRACT 
Research has linked deindividuation with a 
range of criminal and deviant activity including 
stealing, cheating, violence and murder Diener 
et al (1976). Deindividuation can be caused by a 
number of factors, but anonymity has been 
identified as one of the key causes. In an early 
work, Silke and Demetriou (2003) affirmed that 
only a minority of visitors avoid illegal material 
on websites once they have access to it. Their 
findings implied that as more people access and 
use the Internet on regular basis, users will 
become aware of, and exposed to, a range of 
opportunities to perpetrate various illegal acts 
and exhibit socially questionable behaviours. 
We investigated this proposition by building a 
website in the form of a honeybait to assess 
users’ behavioural patterns online. An attempt is 
made to profile user activities and understand 
causation of deviant behaviour in cyberspace. 
Premised on the Space Transition Theory 
(Jaishankar, 2008), we experimented with 
anonymity and societal status as essential 
ingredients that encourage or discouraged 
committing crime in cyber space. It was found 
that sections on our website offering illegal 
and/or deviant materials were accessed by 40% 

of visitors, 79% of the cyber criminals on the 
site were anonymous. The various categories of 
users identified were legal users, incidental 
cyber-criminals, anonymous cyber-criminals and 
identified cyber criminals: We discussed the 
findings in terms of specific postulates of the 
space transition theory being tested. 
 
Keywords: Deindividuation, cyber space, 
anonymity, honeybait, behaviours and cyber 
crimes.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Cybercrime is defined by Brennar and Clarke 
(2004) as a subset of crime: it refers to crimes 
committed by use of computer technology, 
either alone or in conjunction with real-world 
acts. Picker (2004) also defines cyber crime as 
just crime over the Internet. However, Katyal 
(2001) defines Cyber crime in a much broader 
sense as an umbrella term that covers all sorts of 
crimes committed with computers, from viruses 
eg- trojan horses, hacking into private email to 
undermining defense and intelligence systems, 
electronic thefts of bank accounts to disrupting 
web sites. Srinivasan (2008) defines Cyber 
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Crime as criminal activities that are perpetrated 
using communication networks such as the 
Internet, telephone, wireless, satellite, and 
mobile networks.  
 
In Silke and Christina Demetriou’s (2003) paper 
“Criminological Internet ‘Sting’. Experimental 
Evidence of Illegal and Deviant Visits to a 
Website Trap”, considerable concerns were 
raised about crime and deviancy on the Internet. 
Concern was expressed that relatively little 
research has looked closely at the subject; hence, 
the paper describes a study on criminal and 
deviant behaviour that occurred on a World 
Wide Web site.  

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS  
One essential theory that has linked behaviour 
with cyber crime is the Space transition theory 
(Jaishankar 2008). The theory argues that, 
people behave differently when they move from 
one space to another. The postulates of the 
theory are:  
 

1.  Persons, with repressed criminal behavior 
(in the physical space) have a propensity 
to commit crime in cyberspace, which, 
otherwise they could not commit in 
physical space, due to their status and 
position.  

2.  Identity Flexibility, Dissociative 
Anonymity and lack of deterrence factor 

in the cyberspace provides the offenders 
the choice to commit cyber crime  

3.  Criminal behavior of offenders in 
cyberspace is likely to be imported to 
Physical space which, in physical space 
may be exported to cyberspace as well.  

4.  Intermittent ventures of offenders in to the 
cyberspace and the dynamic spatio-
temporal nature of cyberspace provide the 
chance to escape.  

5.  (a)  Strangers are likely to unite together 
in cyberspace to commit crime in the 
physical space.  

     (b)  Associates of physical space are 
likely to unite to commit crime in 
cyberspace.  

6.  Persons from closed society are more 
likely to commit crimes in cyberspace 
than persons from open society.  

7.  The conflict of Norms and Values of 
Physical Space with the Norms and 
Values of cyberspace may lead to cyber 
crimes.  

 
This research attempts to test the first two 
postulates of the Space Transition Theory. The 
essential variables derived from the theories to 
be tested are status and anonymity. The 
variables are from Danquah and Longe (2011)’s 
Space Transition Model which is a model 
derived from the Space Transition Theory 
Jaishankar (2008). Below is the model and the 
derived variables. 

 
 

Fig. 1: The Space Transition Model 
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The model presupposes that based on the space 
transition theory, there exists a physical world 
and a cyber world. The commission of crime in 
the cyber world may be influenced by the listed 
factors which are identity anonymity, deterrence 
factor, the type of society that the perpetrator 
originates from (closed or open) and spatio-
relationship whether they are physical world 
associates or strangers in the cyber world. As 

shown in the space transition model (figure 1), 
the arrows depict an influence on the 
phenomenon by the respective factors from 
which they originate. The output of this model is 
the derivation of dependent and independent 
variables that are to be tested against the 
commission of the cyber crime. (Danquah and 
Longe 2011) 

 

 
Fig. 2: Dependent and Independent Variables in the Space Transition Model 

 
As indicated earlier, the aim of the research was 
to observe participants in a simulated natural 
setting and to assess their patterns of behaviour 
on an Internet website. This research also 
attempts to test the first two postulates of the 
Space Transition Theory, the essential variables 
derived from the theory’s first two postulates are 
status and anonymity. 

METHODOLOGY 
We employed deindividuation theory and the 
space transition theory as basic criminological 
positions to drive the research. The derived 
conceptual model from the space transition 
theory (Space Transition Model) provides a 
framework for our arguments. We hosted a 
website which serves as a honeybait to profile 
user behaviour. We were particularly interested 
in knowing whether people who visited for the 
purposes of gaining access to legal material 
would also attempt to access illegal and/or 
pornographic material. Further to this, the 
website attempted to persuade users with 
criminal intent to register by providing some 

credentials about themselves. Unknown to the 
users, their provided credentials were used to 
ascertain their status which included their 
occupation and income levels. Their provided 
credentials were also used to determine whether 
anonymity was so critical a factor to the 
commission of the cyber crime. 
 
This website was designed with the use of 
HTML and PHP with embedded SQL scripts 
and hosted on a Linux server running Apache as 
the webserver and MySQL as the database. 
Participants were recruited via e-mails to 
mailing lists, and advertisement on facebook 
social networking site and posting of notices at 
Internet Cafes. In order to track the number of 
visitors, three tools were used, they are namely 
Webalizer, AWStats and a Self Developed 
tracker. The website was named Resourceful 
Minds with the address 
http://www.resourcefulminds.com. An 
experimental case study consists of three main 
components; excitation of structure, sensing of 
the response and finally data acquisition and 
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processing. The purpose of a case study is to 
provide a more thorough analysis of a situation 
or "case" which might reveal interesting 
information about the phenomenon. It is based 
on an in-depth investigation access to illegal 
material online with the intent to explore 
causation in order to find underlying principles. 
 
Website Components  
The links provided on the website included: 
Home, News, Academics, Inspiration, 
Shareware and Disclaimer, Usable Credit Cards, 
Pornography(child), Software Cracks, Stolen 
Passwords , Games Download and Registration. 
The Home, News, Academics, Disclaimer and 
Inspiration links were considered as the non-
crime related links whereas Shareware, Usable 
Credit Cards, Pornography(child), Software 
Cracks, Stolen Passwords and Illegal Games 
Download were considered to be the crime 
related links. The links to illegal activities were 
not genuine and did not work, it rather asked one 
to register to gain access to more details and in 
the process only collected information about the 
user and displayed a message asking the user to 
try next time.  The links to News, Academics, 
Disclaimer and Inspiration were genuine and 
actually did provide the user with the relevant 
information displayed. The Entity-Relationship 
modeling method was used to produce a 
conceptual semantic data model of the system’s 
relational database and its requirements in a top-
down fashion. The entity relation diagram was 
transformed into a relational schema and then 
finally to the physical model of which the 
eventual data dictionary is shown below: 
 
Data Dictionary:  
 
Counter Table 
 Field Type    Null Default  Comments
 MIME     
count  int(100)  Yes NULL     
 
Users Table 
Field Type           Null Default    
Comments MIME     
userid  varchar(10) Yes NULL  
     

name  varchar(40) Yes NULL  
     
email  varchar(40) Yes NULL  
     
purpose  varchar(80) Yes NULL  
     
count  int(10)              Yes NULL  
     
date  timestamp  No
 CURRENT_TIMESTAMP  
   
 
Pages Table 
Field Type            Null Default 
 Comments MIME     
userid  varchar(10) Yes NULL  
     
link  varchar(80) Yes NULL  
     
count  int(20) Yes NULL       
date  timestamp Yes
 CURRENT_TIMESTAMP  
   
 
Registration Table 
Field                 Type  Null Default   
Comments MIME     
Regid             autonumber       No                 
userid           varchar(10)  Yes NULL 
      
name           varchar(40)  Yes NULL 
      
age           int(2)              Yes NULL 
      
gender           varchar(6)            Yes NULL 
      
occupation  varchar(40) Yes NULL 
      
income  varchar(20) Yes NULL  
     
address  varchar(50) Yes NULL  
     
phone             varchar(15) Yes NULL 
      
email              varchar(40) Yes NULL 
      
password  varchar(30) Yes NULL 
      
purpose  varchar(80) Yes NULL 
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count               int(10)   Yes NULL  
     
date               timestamp No
 CURRENT_TIMESTAMP  
   
 
Logic of Developed Tracking: 
Each user who accesses the website for the first 
time is assigned a unique session identification 
number, every link that is clicked stored in a 
memory variable was declared for the purpose of 
tracking every single accessed page by the users. 
This captured accessed link is stored in the 
database upon the click of every link on the 
page. This implied every link one access is 
stored hence a unique session identification 
number (user) could be tracked to determine all 
accessed pages on the website while the session 
lasted.  
 
Registrations were also tracked by identifying 
from which link one accessed the registration 

form, registration from non-crime related links 
were all recorded as “More Resourceful 
Material” whiles every other link which was 
crime related was recorded by the specific link’s 
depicted name.   

RESULTS 
Click patterns were tracked based on session 
identification numbers and activities on the 
website where as registration count is based on 
unique identification accounts. This guaranteed 
that individuals could not register more than 
once using different identifications.  The total 
statistics generated by the three monitoring tools 
used for the research presented varying figures. 
However the developed tracker was the only tool 
that tracked the specific links accessed as well as 
their respective session identification numbers. 
The method of recruiting participants via e-mail 
and advertisement on facebook.com may have 
skewed results. 

 
Summary of Total Access as per Different Monitoring Tools 
Table 1  

Summary by Month  

Month  Daily Avg  Monthly Totals  

 Hits  Files  Pages  Visits  Sites  KBytes  Visits  Pages  Files  Hits  

           
Oct 2011  32  19  12  10  30  969  71  84  137  229  

Sep 2011  100  62  22  12  142  17798  369  667  1888  3015  

Aug 2011  40  27  11  9  94  7405  298  357  846  1269  

Jul 2011  91  59  12  9  125  16580  305  397  1830  2844  

Jun 2011  121  79  13  9  143  25186  290  391  2399  3655  

May 2011  51  35  4  3  22  2626  31  39  287  412  

           
Totals  70564  1364  1935  7387  11424  
Source: Webalizer 
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Table 2 

Month  Unique 
visitors  

Number of 
visits  Pages  Hits  Bandwidth  

May 2011  18  24  68  349  2.56 MB  

Jun 2011  89  214  641  2,848  23.35 MB  

Jul 2011  44  157  684  1,930  14.44 MB  

Aug 2011  30  128  237  668  5.47 MB  

Sep 2011  59  187  593  1,748  14.41 MB  
Oct 2011  7  28  53  100  621.69 KB  

Total  247  738  2,276  7,643  60.84 MB  
Source: Webalizer 
 
Table 3: Access Based on Robot Reference 

11 different robots*  Hits  Bandwidth  Last visit  
Googlebot  360  1.63 MB  07 Oct 2011 - 

06:30  
Yahoo Slurp  182  1.58 MB  05 Oct 2011 - 

18:55  
Unknown robot (identified by 'spider')  126  574.04 KB  05 Oct 2011 - 

16:09  
Unknown robot (identified by 'bot*')  107  430.52 KB  06 Oct 2011 - 

08:56  
Unknown robot (identified by empty 
user agent string)  

73  805.37 KB  12 Sep 2011 - 
03:31  

Unknown robot (identified by '*bot')  32  166.21 KB  03 Oct 2011 - 
17:41  

Netcraft  4  17.82 KB  27 Sep 2011 - 
01:08  

Alexa (IA Archiver)  3  13.36 KB  05 Oct 2011 - 
10:57  

Unknown robot (identified by 'crawl')  3  13.36 KB  06 Oct 2011 - 
10:40  

Unknown robot (identified by 'scanner')  2  8.91 KB  25 Sep 2011 - 
03:54  

Unknown robot (identified by 'robot')  1  4.45 KB  03 Jun 2011 - 
09:45  

Source: AWStats 
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Google Chrome  No  1,077  14 %  
Opera  No  507  6.6 %  
Unknown  ?  493  6.4 %  
BlackBerry (PDA/Phone browser)  No  183  2.3 %  
Safari  No  130  1.7 %  
Mozilla  No  24  0.3 %  
Nokia Browser (PDA/Phone browser)  No  14  0.1 %  
LG (PDA/Phone browser)  No  12  0.1 %  

Others     14  0.1 %  

Source: AWStats 
 
Table 6: Statistics on Links from which Users Registered 

LINKS No. of 
Registrations 

Percentage 

Sharewares 4 7 % 
Usable Credit Cards 6 11 % 
Child Pornography 9 16 % 
Resourceful Material 28 50 % 
Stolen Passwords 1 2 % 
Illegal Games Download 5 9 % 
Software Cracks 4 7 % 
Source: Resourceful Minds Tracking Database 

ANALYSIS 
Anonymity Check 
The total number of users who registered to gain 
access to the supposed more information were 
57, a total of 28 are non-crime related 
registrations, a total of 29 were cyber crime 
related registrations, 6 of the cyber crime related 
registration provided accurate and true 
credentials. This was confirmed by follow-up 
telephone calls to authenticate their submitted 
identity credentials. This implies 21% of the 
cyber crime perpetrators on the 
resourcefulminds website were not very 
concerned about maintaining their anonymity 
online. A further breakdown of their behavioural 
patterns indicates that 10.3 % of the non-
anonymous cyber criminals were interested in 
pornography and specifically child porn, 7% of 
non-anonymous cyber criminals  were interested 
in cyber deception and theft and 3% of non-
anonymous cyber criminals  were interested 
cyber trespass.  

 
79% of the cyber crime perpetrators on this site 
remained anonymous and could not be tracked 
with the credentials provided.  Danquah and 
Longe (2011) explained that anonymity may be 
used to act out some unpleasant need or 
emotion, often by abusing other people; it can be 
used to express honesty and openness that could 
not be discussed in a face-to-face encounter. The 
results from this study clearly indicates that a 
significant majority of the perpetrators preferred 
to remain anonymous in their online crime 
commission. 
 
Status Check 
The status check encompasses occupation and 
income levels. The compilation revealed that a 
total of 13 of the cyber crime perpetrators were 
gainfully employed with salaries ranging from 
$1000 to $20000 annually and 16 being students 
earning less than $100 annually. The implication 
is that 45% of the total cyber crime perpetrators 
were gainfully employed and earning a decent 
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income as against the 55% who were mostly 
students either not employed or earning less than 
$100 per annum. The Space Transition Theory 
presumes that individuals feel varying degrees 
of self-reproach if they commit criminal acts. In 
the context of repressed criminal behaviour 
within the physical space, they are concerned 
with their social status based on others people’s 
perceptions of their personalities and status 
Danquah and Longe (2011). Typically most 
individuals would weigh both material and 
social risks of being a criminal as opposed to 
being a law abiding person in the physical space. 
Arbak (2005) explains that these same people 
who are concerned about their social status in 
the physical world are not that bothered about 
their status in the cyberspace because there is no 
one to watch and stigmatize them. Much as only 
21% of perpetrators provided their true 
credentials, it can be said that based on the 
results obtained, status is not an overwhelming 
or absolute determinant of cybercrime 
commission.  

CONCLUSION 
This research has shown four groups of users on 
the website; 

1. Legal Users: Those that accessed the 
page to perform non-criminal activities. 

2. Accidental Cyber-Criminals: Those that 
accessed for criminal activity but did not 
go any further than viewing the initial 
crime related pages.  

3. Anonymous Cyber-Criminals: There are 
also those who accessed and ventured to 
go beyond the initial criminal pages to 
register and gain access to more but 
provided false credentials. 

4. Identified Cyber Criminals: There is the 
group that accessed and ventured to go 
beyond the initial criminal pages to 
register and gain access to more as well 
as provided their accurate and true 
credentials.  
 

The distribution of hits based the above access 
groups are as follows (includes just homepage 
access): 

 
Group Total Number 

1 486 
2 312 
3 23 
4 6 

 
Based on research findings and analysis, we 
infer that most cyber criminals would prefer to 
remain anonymous. Status is not a very evident 
contributing factor; hence, it may not be possible 
to use it in profiling cyber criminals. Silke and 
Demetriou (2003) implied that one’s weakened 
ability to regulate his or her own behaviour, 
reduced ability to engage in rational, long-term 
planning, and a tendency to react to immediate 
cues are based largely on his or her current 
emotional state. McKenna and Bargh (2000: 61) 
explained that an individual could be impulsive 
hence will be less likely to care about what 
others think of his or her behaviour and may 
even have a reduced awareness of what others 
have said or done. The obvious causal factor 
from our findings is the fact that anonymity is a 
key driving force in the commission of cyber 
crime.  
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Abstract 

Adequate query formulation for web search is a 
very important prerequisite for successful 
retrieval of desired results. One productive way 
to improve it that is used in most popular search 
engines is query suggestion. Common search 
engines are quite good at suggesting words to 
general, highly popular queries, but their 
suggesting capability deteriorates swiftly when 
more specific queries are involved. In this paper, 
an approach is proposed to suggest words that 
are derived from actual search results. The 
approach guarantees some words will be 
suggested for any query, not just for most 
general or popular ones. 
Keywords: Web search, query 
suggestion, personalization  
 

1 Introduction  

Users – in fact particular kind of computer users 
that can be described as interested fellows - 
formulate their needs and thoughts to search 
engines by means of a query. Its interpretation is 
affected by various factors: length, information 
richness, type (information, navigational, 
transactional (Cho, 2005), (Levinson, 2004)) or 
context. All these properties can be modified or 
enhanced using statistical methods (Vanekova, 
2010), techniques or by monitoring interested 
fellow’s behaviour (Barla, 2010). Visible 
problem or possible obstacle is interested 
fellow’s low willingness and attitude to 
sufficiently formulate the query which results in 
too general search results. Traditional approach 
in this case is an analysis of results and query 
refinement. This cycle can take a considerable 
amount of time, depending on the complexity of 
the domain and the information need. 

Popular solution used in this case is query 
suggestion, known from common search engines 
like Bing (www.bing.com), Google 
(www.google.com) or Yahoo 
(www.yahoo.com). It is based on a suggestion 
of possibly helpful words to the query in real 
time. The way of suggesting is non-obtrusive 
and motivates the interested fellow to further 
specify his/her information need. One of the 
main constraints associated with this solution is 
its limitation to statistically popular words. This 
can be observed when interested fellow starts 
typing more specific or complicated queries. 
Since the number of possible queries is 
unlimited, it is not practically possible to have 
all relevant suggestions for them generated and 
stored in advance. Without it, it is hard to see 
how suggesting in real time could be 
accomplished. From the interested fellow’s point 
of view, when he/she submits query he/she does 
not receive any suggestion but still receives a lot 
of results, so why was there no suggestion? It 
means that data is available but not used for this 
purpose. 

The main idea of the approach proposed in this 
paper is to provide query suggestion to any 
possible meaningful query for which the search 
engine returned at least one relevant result. The 
most important benefit is to relieve the interested 
fellow from having to browse and analyze 
offered results by himself/herself in case s/he is 
not entirely sure of what s/he is looking for or 
know how to specify it more precisely. The 
method is based on the automatic analysis of 
results from multiple search engines. Relevant 
words, helpful to the interested fellow are 
extracted during the analysis. 

In this paper we show how a query 
reformulation based on suggestions originating 
from intermediate web search results can yield 
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results that better reflect the interest of the 
interested fellow. 

We begin in Section 2 by discussing current 
research directions related to query suggestion in 
the context of development of web applications 
serving as information providers, providing 
information resulting from web search 
determined by interested fellow’s query. There 
are many approaches on how to improve quality 
of results expressed either in terms of various 
measures (precision, recall) or simply in terms of 
interested fellow’s satisfaction with what s/he 
gets in some of the top results. We narrow our 
focus on approaches to some reformulation of 
the query and discuss also the limitations of this 
research. 

In Section 3, we present our approach using 
results of initial search results returned by 
common search engines. We proceed in Section 
4 with an outlook of information seeking with 
our Information Providing Agent. Section 5 
brings a discussion on personalization. 

Finally, in Section 6 we report on the method 
and results of our evaluation of our approach and 
then in Section 7 conclude with some general 
observations and recommendations for ongoing 
work. 
2 Current Research 

In this section we briefly explore the limitations 
of current state of the art based on some research 
works related to ours. Methods of query 
reformulation based on search results have been 
studied for several years. Often described as 

query expansion and pseudo relevance feedback 
related research can be traced down to the 
standard information retrieval area, e.g. (Mitra, 
1998), (Xu, 1996). More recent works include 
(Kalmanovich, 2009), (Liu, 2011), attempts to 
improve the overall effectiveness of the query 
expansion by clustering documents.  

2.1 Query Suggestion 

Several of the known and widely used search 
engines employ query suggestion in one way or 
another. Google, Bing and Yahoo, to name just 
three known and widely used ones, offer this 
kind of assistance to the interested fellow, who 
plays the role of information seeker or 
consumer. At a closer look, however, there could 
be various ways of suggesting words to amend a 
query. In a static mode, suggestion is shown 
together with search results, not before they are 
produced. In that moment, interested fellow’s 
attention is usually directed to results, so the 
suggestion can easily be overlooked.  

On the other hand, interactive query suggestion 
is generated and shown to the interested fellow 
while s/he is still typing the query. This 
approach encourages interested fellow to think 
about his/her real information need in an 
unobtrusive way. Interested fellow is free to 
ignore the suggestions, but making use of them 
can lead to a more specific and precise query. 
Figure 1 shows sample query suggestions from 
the three search engines as they are appearing 
while interested fellow types in the word 
“schwarzenegger”. 

 

Similarly, figure 2 shows suggestions for the 
query “jaguar”. 

 

Search engine Query suggestion 

Google letter, veto letter, soundboard, veto, movies, quotes, hidden message, memo, twitter 

Ask.com filmography, films, middle name, movies, governor 

Yahoo soundboard, movies, prank calls, arnold, pumping, governor of, sound clips, middle 
 

Figure 1 Sample query suggestions for the query “schwarzenegger” 
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It is interesting to note that Google’s suggestions 
are localized to the language that is determined 
by the current location of the interested fellow. 
Ask.com and Yahoo, on the other hand, do not 
localize, but otherwise their suggestions seem 
similar.  

The way of forming suggestions reflects several 
principles. One of the underlying ideas could be 
identification of statistically most successful and 
frequently used expressions in connection with 
the one that the interested fellow is currently 
writing. A weaker point of such approaches is a 
limited capacity of the resulting dictionary of 
expressions to be suggested. When the query is 
more specific, likelihood decreases that 
a suggestion is generated successfully. For 
example, when writing one’s own name 
(ladislav martinsky), there were no words 
suggested at all. Still, search engine returned 
quite a big number of relevant results. Hence we 
see that the usual search engines are limited in 
their suggesting capabilities, obvious reason 
being the requirement of shortest possible 
response time.  

The space of possible queries that any interested 
fellow can formulate is enormous, more 
precisely countable but practically unlimited. 
However, more important is that the world of 
things that any interested fellow can be curious 
about is also enormous. It would not be 
practical, in fact not even possible, for a search 
engine to have the best suitable query to suggest 
in stock for each interested fellow and for any of 
his or her interests. Hence suggestions must be 
formed to a large extent on the fly. Note that this 
does not exclude the possibility that at least 
some information that could be useful when 
forming suggestions is prepared (pre-computed, 
precompiled) and stored in advance. Also note 
that these contemplations imply suggestions that 

are in principle a function of the querying person 
since a different interested fellow can have a 
different thing in mind when writing possibly 
the same words in a query (Baeza-Yates, 2006). 
Hence our effort in this research includes 
personalization (Teevan, 2008), (Liu, 2004). 

Making suggestions dependent on interested 
fellow’s information need or desire requires that 
the suggesting engine is able to receive some 
information reflecting what interested fellow’s 
information need is. Moreover, the information 
must be such that the engine can extract or 
derive from it the right suggestion. Several 
research works have shown that search results 
for a query given by the interested fellow could 
be such a copious source of information (Jiang, 
2009), (Song, 2010). 

In Dreher (2006) there is described an approach 
to assist query formulation by semantic word 
analysis using thesaurus based vector 
representation. The interested fellow (re-) 
formulates the query iteratively, but the 
algorithm relies on reference data typically 
represented by a thesaurus, which obviously 
must be created in advance. 

In Ma (2010), an approach for query expansion 
is described where query expansion is 
understood as a process of adding words to the 
original query to improve retrieval performance. 
Their approach is based on the recent history of 
queries. First, they generate a historical query-
click graph that records the clicks that were 
generated by URLs when an interested fellow 
input a query. Then, they transform it into a 
term-relationship graph, with nodes representing 
terms inside query logs and edges representing 
the following relationships between terms: two 
terms are related if the interested fellow input 
them in different queries, and clicked the same 
URL in their lists of results. For a given query, 

Search engine Query suggestion 

Google slovensko, xf, .sk, xj, xk, auto, zviera, bratislava, classic, cz 

Ask.com parts, facts, pictures, xf, cars, animals, information 

Yahoo 2009 jaguar xf, cars, jacksonville jaguars, xk, parts, animal, s-type, xj220, dealers, pictures 
 

Figure 2 Sample query suggestions for the query “jaguar“ 
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for each term in it, most similar terms from the 
graph are used for query expansion. Again, the 
approach needs precompiled graph data 
structures. 

Broccolo (2010) emphasized the need of 
periodically updating, or rebuilding from 
scratch, models used in query recommendation, 
to keep up with the possible variations in the 
interests of users. 

Li (2009) proposed a way to suggest queries but 
their purpose is somewhat different. Given an 
initial query and the suggested related queries, 
their search system concurrently processes their 
search results lists from an existing search 
engine and then forms a single list aggregated by 
all the retrieved lists. 

Yang (2008) outlined briefly their idea of query 
suggestion based on search context 
representation consisting of search results (titles 
and snippets of web pages only) and query log 
sessions. Sahani (2006) proposed a web based 
measure for similarity of short text snippets and 
then evaluated it in a simple query suggestion 
application. It needs initially a repository of 
previously issued queries, culled from search 
engine logs and computes similarities between 
them and the current query to suggest those most 
similar ones to the interested fellow. 
2.2 Using search engine results 

In Chen (2007), a method is proposed there to 
correct spelling errors in query using actual 
search results. Spelling errors in queries can be 
corrected quite easily and successfully in 
domains for which there are available 
dictionaries or word databases. But the main 
problem lies in the nature of web search. Query 
can come from any area or domain. It can be 
composed of words from potentially unlimited 
sets of words or their grammatical forms in 
many different languages. It is practically 
impossible to create in advance a sufficiently 
comprehensive representation of possible 
spelling errors and their corrections. The idea of 
using search results stems from the fact that 
often search results contain not only correctly 
spelled words, but also their misspelled 

occurrences. Results of this research show 
statistically a very good improvement in 
spellchecking using web search results as 
background knowledge. 

Using search results as main data source is 
proposed also in Levinson (2004) and Martinsky 
(2010). Authors analyze main parts like title, 
description or url address to categorize search 
results. This approach has proved itself as a fast 
and efficient way to improve results readability. 
2.3 Personalization 

Finding a right context for interested fellow in 
web search can be very difficult. The main 
problem is that due to shortness of query, there 
is very little information available. When 
interested fellow submits for example 
“operation” query, how do we know whether 
s/he means financial, surgical or mathematical 
operation? One way to approach this problem is 
via personalization. This process is based on 
acquiring and storing interested fellows’ profiles 
or analyzing their actual activities.  

 

3 Our Approach 
Rationale 

Let us consider the process of searching for 
information, as it usually takes place in an 
interaction between an interested fellow and 
some search engine. The interested fellow 
submits a query composed of very few words, 
realizing this is just a beginning of the search. 
The reason is that s/he is well aware of the fact 
that the search engine would not understand the 
query written in natural language, in a natural 
way as a simple question, anyway. This is 
psychologically a good starting point for the 
search engine: its client, the interested fellow 
understands that the searching process will be an 
iterative one. The search engine needs precisely 
this, since it is not able to produce a precise and 
recalling answer in one step. Our point is that it 
should not behave as if it was able to. The first 
list of results is not the final answer. It is usually 
too imprecise, too little recalling at best. At 
worst, the results may completely miss the 
intention of the interested fellow. The search 
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engine should act as if continuation of their 
interaction with the interested fellow was the 
most natural thing. Of course, it should offer 
something interesting to the other party, to keep 
him/her involved. Our idea is to suggest query 
enhancements for the interested fellow to choose 
from. The interested fellow chooses one of them 
by a very simple act – just a single click – and 
hence initiates another round of searching for 
results. The search engine returns another list of 
results, hopefully more precise, more recalling, 
containing documents with information that 
answers the implicit original information request 
of the interested fellow. If not, another round in 
this interaction loop takes place. 

Main idea of our approach is to find words 
enhancing the actual query automatically and to 
suggest a few such alternatives to the interested 
fellow. Words enhancing the actual query are the 
result of an analysis of the search results by both 
the interested fellow and the search engine. 

Search engine analyses each document from the 
list of results, producing the usual vector of 
words. Interested fellow browses through the list 
of results and clicks on some of them. This is 
interpreted as a sign of interest. 
Proposed Approach 

Our approach identifies four main data handling 
operations: 

1. Data elicitation – gathering and storing 
words 

2. Data processing – transformation to 
unique form 

3. Data evaluation – evaluating and sorting 
4. Presentation – providing suggested words 

to interested fellow 

The operations form a four step body that is the 
core of the information seeking/providing 
process. It can be repeated several times. 

The whole process starts when interested fellow 
finishes typing the query. An information 
providing agent (IPA) implemented as a small 
prototype application working according to our 
approach submits it to data sources and gathers 

data, which is processed and evaluated. The final 
chosen words, which are most relevant to the 
query, are presented, via suggestion, to 
interested fellow. Clicking on any of suggested 
words restarts the whole process with a modified 
query. 
Data elicitation 

The operation of data elicitation is responsible 
for gathering and storing words from search 
results. It is devised to: 

1. produce words or texts which are related 
to query. 

2. differentiate and evaluate words on the 
basis of certain characteristics. 

3. be accessible via internet with acceptably 
low latency. 

Results that are returned by contemporary 
popular search engines mostly do possess some 
degree of relevance to almost any meaningful 
query. Basic structure of the search result also 
provides a good starting point for ordering 
individual words in terms of importance. 
Because the space available in a result is very 
short, search engines use advanced techniques to 
compose this information wisely. Based on 
subjective judgment, search results are a very 
good source of information related to query even 
without analyzing the actual web sites that they 
describe. 

Three search engines were chosen as data 
sources for the purpose of experimentation. 
Google and Yahoo represent a more classical 
type. The results that they return include title, 
description and url address of the referenced 
web page. Some of Yahoo results also include 
words related to the page. Third data source is 
DMOZ ODP (www.dmoz.org) representing a 
human-edited directory of web pages. Very 
important feature is presence of the category of 
the page and often also the category of the 
query. This is very valuable information when 
the objective is to determine words for 
suggestion. 

Other possible data sources may be for example 
Bing, Delicious (www.delicious.com), 
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Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org) or any other 
source of information, which is compatible with 
requirements of this operation. The operation 
produces search result objects. 
Data processing 

Search results represent heterogeneous texts. 
Main task of data processing operation is to 
transform search results into a set of different 
homogenized data units – word objects. Word 
object is uniquely identified by a base form of 
word. Text processing involves some simple 
transformations, such as converting letters to 
lowercase, removing punctuation, redundant 
spaces and stop words, and stemming. 

Removing stop words and stemming can be 
complicated tasks due to the fact that they are 
both language specific. Methods applicable to 
English texts are by definition not the same as 
their counterparts applicable to some other 
language. Surprisingly perhaps, we employed 
one for stop word removal for texts in Slovak 
language with satisfactory results. Similarly, 
instead of stemming, we applied a simple 
technique of removing vowels. In the future, 
they should be replaced with more advanced 
techniques and methods. 

Figure 3 shows important characteristics 
attributed to a word with their values stored in 
word object. 

 

Data evaluation 

Most important part is selecting the relevant and 
helpful words, which will be suggested to 
interested fellow. In practical terms, our 
intention is to select some 10-20 words. From 
the nature of the problem it follows that the task 
is to select them from approximately 300 words. 
Because words are just strings of letters bearing 
no semantics, we need some sort of other 
characteristics on which the evaluation will be 

based. We use the characteristics shown in 
figure 3. They are heuristic in nature. Each 
characteristic is devised in such a way that it can 
be evaluated and as a result, a numerical value 
can be attributed to it (see figure 4). The range 
of values for each characteristic is calibrated to 
interval 1-10. The heuristic evaluation should 
rate higher those words that are hopefully more 
relevant to intention as expressed in the query. 

 

Characteristic Description 

Position Where the word appears in the result: title, description, url address, etc. 

Spread Density of occurrence of the word across different results. 

Dominance Percentage of occurrence to all the words. 

Distance Number of words between the word and a word from query. 
 

Figure 3 Important characteristics stored in word object 

Characteristic Description 

Position Words are rated based on position where they appear. Positioning in title contributes for example 4 points, in 
description 3 points, etc. The more points, the higher rating. 

Spread If word appears in many results, than it may be important in relation to the query. The more occurrences in different 
results, the higher rating. 

Dominance If word occurrences dominate to all other words, then the dominating word may be important. The more occurrences, 
the higher rating. 
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It may be interesting to mention, that our 
original interpretations of spread and dominance 
were different prior to experimentation. One of 
the considerations was for example to include as 
many contexts for a query as possible. A word 
that appears just in one result seemed to us to be 
a stronger referent of a particular context than a 
word that appears in, let’s say, a dozen of 
results. Experiments have not endorsed this 
consideration. Uniquely appearing words do not 
bear any more significant relevance to the query.  

After we made the crucial design decisions 
regarding the choice of word (suggestion 
candidate) characteristics, it was necessary to 
devise rules for evaluating them. We devised 
some set of rules that allows ordering the set of 
words according to their relevance to the query. 
Our design rationale was to devise the rules as 
simple as possible, since our hypothesis has been 
that even with relatively simple operations it is 
possible to achieve a significant improvement in 
query formulation resulting in better (according 
to some measure) results returned.  

The rules are again heuristic in nature. They do 
not guarantee any improvement but, as our 
experiments will show, they often lead to 
a significant improvement. The results match 
more closely the interested fellow’s intention as 
expressed, due to query language and other 
limitations, inherently imperfectly, by one or 
a few words. The rules are implicitly expressed 
in descriptions of how to evaluate the particular 
characteristics of a word (see figure 5). 

Our approach relies also on some limited 
personalization. It is possible to formally view 
the effect of personalization as a kind of word 
characteristic, albeit not directly related to query 
results. Personalization allows evaluating a word 
according to its inclusion in the interested 
fellow’s profile. Formally, we include 
personalization rating as the fifth characteristic. 
Its evaluation can be up to 10 points. Thus we 
have now five characteristics of a word. 
Maximum possible evaluation for a word is 50. 

 

Distance If word appears close to a word from the query, then there is chance, that it can effectively enrich it. The closer to query 
word, the higher rating. 

 

Figure 4 Rationale for individual characteristics rating 

Characteristic Evaluation 

Position Parts of the results identified by their position have different importance. 

• Dmoz categories, Yahoo relevant expressions. These items come from 
manually created or controlled assignments of a meaning. At the same time, they 
are directly linked to the given query. These properties rank these items among 
the most important ones. (3 and 4 points) 

• Title – authors or search engines tend to formulate them as short apposite strings 
directly related to the query or the context. Due to the fact that their length is 
limited and their composition requires including truly relevant expressions, item 
at this kind of position gets second best rating. (2 points) 

• Description – lowest rated position due to the fact, that here there are usually 
higher numbers of words many of which may not be related to the query. (1 
point) 

Evaluation rules:  

• Maximum points that a word can earn is 14 points.  

• For each occurrence of a word at a position, the word earns the corresponding 
number of points.  
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Presentation 

The last step of process is delivering the chosen 
words to interested fellow. A single web page is 

used for this purpose with top search bar, panel 
for suggestion words and results list (see figure 
6). 

When interested fellow clicks on one of the 
suggested words (in figure 6, s/he is clicking on 
the word governor), the query is immediately 
augmented with this word and search restarts 
with such an augmented query. Interested fellow 
can easily specify additional words with only 
one mouse click. 

4 Outlook of information seeking with our 
Information Providing Application 

Let us give an of outlook how an interested 
fellow could typically interact with an 
information provider that acts according to the 
idea that we propose. For experimental purposes 
we created a prototype information providing 
agent (IPA) that implements the query 
suggestion capabilities. A diagram showing its 
operation is shown in figure 7. 

• Resulting sum is mapped onto interval 1-10, where 10 is the best rating.  

Spread Evaluation rule: 

• A word earns 10 points if it is included in the highest number of results, earns 9 
points if it is included in the second highest number of results and so on down to 
one point.  

Dominance Evaluation rules:  

• A word with the highest relative occurrence count earns 10 points, it earns 9 
points if its relative occurrence count is the second highest etc.  

Distance Evaluation rules:  

• The less distant a word is from the given query the more likely it is related to it. 

• A word earns 10 points if its distance to query is 1, it earns 9 points if its 
distance to query is 2 etc. 

 

Figure 5 Evaluation of word characteristics 

 
Figure 6 of suggested words to interested fellow within the web page 
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Initial point of the information 
seeking/providing endeavour is when interested 
fellow writes a query. The query is in statu 
nascendi, and intentionally so, since the 

interested fellow is aware that the IPA will come 
up with suggestions. Here, it consists of just one 
word “operation“ (see figure 8). 

 

 

The IPA submits the query to three common search engines (see figure 9) in order to receive search 
results that will be subjected to analysis.  

 

 

 
Figure 7 Operation of our information providing application 

 
Figure 8 Interested fellow begins information seeking by writing initial query “operation“ 
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The search results are first processed to yield their object representation (see figure 10).
 

IPA then forms a set of objects that represent single words from the set of objects of results (see figure 
11). 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Submitting the initial query to three known search engines 

 
Figure 10 Processing search results into object representation 
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Single words are evaluated based on the chosen characteristics (see figure 12).  

The evaluation of words induces their ordering. IPA suggests the ordered words to the interested fellow 
(see figure 13). 

 
Figure 11 Forming word objects from a result 

 
Figure 12 Evaluation of single words based on the chosen characteristics 
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If the interested fellow is logged in, all of his/her actions are recorded in his/her profile and it can be used 
in subsequent processing (Figure 14). 

 

By clicking on one of the suggested words, or by 
augmenting the query with some other word, the 
interested fellow initiates the next cycle of the 
interaction with the IPA. 
5 Discussion on personalization 

To begin discussion on personalization and its 
effects in our approach, it is helpful to present 
a simple example for illustration. Let us consider 
a sample query “apple“. It is a word that can 
have several meanings (eg computer company 

and fruit) that are utterly different and such can 
be the interested fellow’s intentions. 

In figure 15 there is shown a list of the first 20 
words (in the format showing their 
characteristics) that are suggested to the 
interested fellow who submitted the query apple 
but who has not signed in yet. Thus it is result of 
suggestion without personalization.  

 
Figure 13 Suggesting selected ordered words to the interested fellow 

 
Figure 14 Recording the interested fellow’s action in his/her profile 
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In the list, highlighted is the word that links the 
word apple to its meaning as a kind of fruit. In 
the pure, not personalized state, this 
interpretation is the seventh on the list. It is also 
to be noted that most of the other suggested 

words link apple to the computer company or its 
products. 

As a next step, after having signed in, the 
interested fellow may click on the item of the 
results shown in figure 16. 

 

As the content of the item suggests, it clearly 
refers to the meaning of apple as a fruit. It 
contains words as “fruit“, “tree“, “species“, etc. 
All the words from this item are inserted in the 
interested fellow’s profile. 

In figure 17 an updated list of suggestions is 
shown. Words from the interested fellow‘s 

profile are now interspersed in the updated list 
according to their evaluations. When the query 
“apple“ is repeated, “fruits“ is higher on the list 
due to personalization. Three new, fruit related 
words are now also on the list: “domestica“, 
“species“, “tree“. 

 
 

 
Figure 15 List of the first 20 suggested words without personalization 

 
Figure 16 Results item selected by the interested fellow 
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6 Evaluation 

It is not easy to evaluate and experimentally 
verify methods like the proposed one. 
Frequently, only some properties of the method 
can be subjected to experimental evaluation and 
the evaluation often is not a comprehensive one. 
But it is always difficult to evaluate some 
method that involves humans, in particular 
human computer interaction. One of the usual 
approaches is to engage a number, not just one, 
of interested fellows who are able and willing to 
participate in experiments. The aim is to solicit 
their opinions. In the case of our method, it is 
possible to conjecture, quite safely, that the 
method suggests in some way words that are 
determined by the interested fellow’s profile. 
The hypothesis is, however, that (at least some 
of) the suggested words are indeed relevant to 
the query viewed as an imperfect expression of 
interested fellow’s intended informational 
interest. Deciding about relevancy is best done 
by the interested fellow himself/herself. 

We devised a simple experiment that includes an 
interested fellow. The intention was to involve 
a greater number of interested fellows willing to 

participate in experiments. A simple 
questionnaire was devised where the interested 
fellow who participates in the experiment 
indicates relevancy of the suggested words.  

Experiments were arranged as groups of three 
queries in each of the following six categories: 

• general (euro, Beatles, weather) 
• computers and technologies (mail, 

computer, printer) 
• games (counter-strike, need for speed, 

poker) 
• specific (personalized web search, 

sorting algorithm, design patterns) 
• sport (soccer, hockey, cycling) 
• Internet (facebook, youtube, google) 

For each query, our method suggested 10 words. 
Interested fellows then indicated in the 
questionnaire if the word is relevant and 
augmented the meaning of the particular query. 

There were 71 interested fellows involved. We 
could not rule out the possibility that some 

 
Figure 17 List of 20 suggested words after personalization 
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participants filled in the questionnaire more or 
less by random ticking. In order to deal with this 
possibility, we introduced three thresholds. Each 
suggested word received certain number of ticks 
from interested fellows. For each query the total 
number of interested fellows who evaluated it is 
known. This is also a maximum value that 
a suggested word can receive as a suggestee for 
a given query. Let us assume there were xq 
interested fellows submitting a query q and 
evaluating the words wq,1, wq,2,...,wq,10, 
suggested by the method for relevancy. Let us 
further assume ywq,i interested fellows indicated, 
that the word wq,i is relevant to query q. This 
number is at most xq. Fraction ywq,i/xq gives the 
percentage of those interested fellows who 
indicated wq,i as relevant to q from all interested 
fellows who considered q. To minimize effects 
of possible random ticking, we introduced 
a “trustworthiness” threshold p in the following 
sense: considering threshold p, only words wq,i 
for which the fraction ywq,i/xq is at least p are 
accepted as having been indicated as relevant by 
the interested fellows. 

We evaluated the experiments considering three 
thresholds: 20%, 30% a 40%. So for example, if 
a query was submitted by 27 interested fellows 
then for a suggested word its indication to be 
accepted as relevant required at least 5 
indications for the 20% threshold, at least 8 
indications for the 30% threshold, at least 11 
indications for the 40% threshold. Overall 
results across all queries and all suggested words 
expressed as average values of relevancy as 
indicated by the interested fellows, are as 
follows: 

• threshold 20%: 73,33 % (7 out of 10 
suggested words are relevant) 

• threshold 30%: 62,22 % (6 out of 10 
suggested words are relevant) 

• threshold 40%: 49,44 % (5 out of 10 
suggested words are relevant) 

It should be noted that the average suggestion 
success rate decreases as the threshold increases. 
In the case of 20% threshold there are 7 out of 
10 words that were suggested by our method and 
these words are indeed relevant as indicated by 
interested fellows in our experiments. 
Considering some 300-400 words extracted from 
all the results returned by search engines, the 
rate could be viewed as quite satisfactory. The 
rate means that among those 10 words suggested 
by our method, which selected them from some 
300-400 words, included are 73,33 % relevant 
ones.  

One of the most important performance 
indicators for the kind of service that we 
envisage is response time. Acceptable limit is 
determined mostly by physiological and 
psychological factors, which squeeze the 
response time to one or two seconds at most. 
Anything above it would be considered by the 
interested fellow as too slow, detracting the 
attention. Part of the response time is the time 
needed for processing. To have some clue on 
viability of our approach, we performed 
experiments with our prototype IPA. Average 
processing time measured for 10 suggestions 
was 1.89 seconds. This value may vary 
depending on server, data sources or word 
processing techniques. Nevertheless values 
under 2 seconds are still very promising 
especially when we realize that it was achieved 
by a prototypical implementation whose primary 
purpose has not been performance efficiency. 
One of the possible sources of speed 
improvement is parallel access to data sources. 

As a comparison to sample results in figure 1, 
figure 18 shows suggestions by our method.

 

Query Suggested words 

schwarzenegger arnold, governor, schwarzenegger, california, news, gov, actor, site, office, day, encyclopedia, 
terminator, photos, veto, biography, youtube, webcasts, bodybuild, free, gallery, forward 

 

Figure 18 Suggestions for query “schwarzenegger” from presented approach 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we proposed a method for 
automatic suggestion of words to improve query 
formulation. The method relies on results of 
initial searches by three known search engines. 

Search engines like Google, Yahoo or Ask.com 
are quite good at suggesting words related to a 
given query for well known and commonly used 
queries. As the query becomes more specific the 
suggesting deteriorates or fails. Our method 
attempts to remedy this weakness of current 
suggesting solutions. Our method is simple and 
does not attempt to replace the current 
approaches. Our method brings noticeable 
improvement, but at a cost. Whereas the known 
suggesting search engines are able to make 
suggestions instantly, our method needs some 
extra time to allow retrieving search results, 
analyzing them and producing a list of 
suggestions. Currently, we are able to suggest 
with less than 2 seconds of response time, which 
can be considered just within limits of 
acceptance. This delay is a price for greatly 
increased completeness of suggestion operation. 
Our method produces some suggestion for any 
query, the only limitation being queries for 
which search engines are not able to return any 
documents. Dealing with this particular case 
would require a different approach. 

Our approach differs from usual approaches also 
in another way. The above-mentioned known 
approaches tend to suggest words, that when 
appended to the original query make it more 
complete (e.g., completing full name of a car, 
full title of a movie). Our method often succeeds 
in suggesting words that refine the meaning of 
the original query. Let us consider for example 
an original query “operation”. Ordinary search 
engine suggests “Operation Flashpoint”. Our 
method is able to suggest, among others, also 
words that help distinguish various alternative 
meanings of the word, e.g. “military“, 
“financial“, “surgical“. This could be viewed as 
a shift towards more sophisticated suggestions. 

Our approach has been intentionally geared 
towards simple solutions. In particular, our 
current level of personalization is obviously 
almost trivial comparing with what has already 

been achieved in that area. We do not employ 
any persistent interested fellow’s model that 
could be gradually improved. However, even a 
very simple idea can yield a noticeable 
improvement in query suggestion, which has 
been our research goal. 

Considerable work still remains to be carried out 
in this area in general, and specifically, in 
improving the approach as proposed by us. In 
particular, it would be useful to tackle the 
following issues: 

• Queries in other languages (than 
English). Actually, the method works 
also with queries in other languages 
(in particular, we focus on Slovak 
language). However, its effectiveness 
deteriorates. The method relies on the 
usual techniques of deleting stop 
words and stemming, which have 
been designed to work primarily for 
English documents. Moreover, the 
volume of documents in English is 
greater than in any other language by 
orders of magnitude, so there is less 
to search in and retrieve from. 

• Reordering of results. The method 
produces a personalized list of 
ordered words that reflects interested 
fellow’s interests. The words could 
be used to reorder the results as 
returned by the search engine. 

• Recognition of named entities. 
Currently, any word is treated as an 
independent entity. However, this is 
not appropriate when an entity occurs 
named by two or more words (e.g., 
San Marino or São Tomé and 
Príncipe or Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines). There are known 
techniques to recognize named 
entities that could be employed so 
that such entities would remain 
intact. 

• Making use of other data sources. It 
is possible to open access to any 
other source that is capable of 
providing results with a certain 
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structure that allows inferring relative 
importance of the words. 

• Refining word characteristics. 
Currently, we use 4 characteristics 
and a set of simple evaluation rules. 
All this is heuristic in nature. Other 
characteristics could be considered 
and rules could be fine tuned to 
increase relevancy of the set of 
suggested words. 

Strohmayer (2009) proposed to refocus search 
engines from letting interested fellows guess 
arbitrary words from the set of documents they 
seek to retrieve to encourage the interested 
fellows to express their original search intent in 
a more unambiguous and natural way. 
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Abstract 
It was considered that a third-party 

computer hardware maintenance firm would 
consider it convenient to have the computers 
it services connected together in a network to 
facilitate monitoring of the systems. The 
firm, however, would not want to test new 
applications on such a network. Rather, the 
firm would have a separate network set up on 
which to test newly developed software. Such 
a “test-bed” (in the form of a private local 
area network) was built in this work, tested, 
and found to be performing as desired. Some 
newly developed software – a database 
application and a network monitoring 
application – were run successfully on the 
built network. With such a network in place, 
the maintenance firm can afford to test its 
newly developed network applications 
without fear of interfering with the operations 
of the actual workstations it services, and 
thus with greater efficiency and peace of 
mind. 

 
Keywords 
Computer network, monitoring, test-bed, 
network application, application testing. 
 
 
Introduction 

Since the introduction of computers, 
the machines have substituted for human 
labour to a great extent, and have found 
application in virtually all processes. Hence 
almost all human activities have witnessed 
the application of one type of machine or the 
other, and these machines perform 
exceptionally well in their areas of 
application, including the area of information 
technology (Kraemer et al, 1993), among 
other areas.  Computers have made inroads 
into virtually every facet of human endeavour 

(www.savvy.in, 2010), and it is rather 
difficult to identify an area where computers 
have not yet been employed to improve 
processing.  That is how widespread their use 
has become. Correspondingly, the use of the 
machines has developed so much that users 
now do not require deep knowledge of the 
inner workings of the systems to use them for 
their daily and routine businesses. The 
operations of the systems have been made as 
simple as possible. As a consequence, there is 
now a proliferation of systems, even in 
developing countries such as Nigeria. 

However, even though the operations 
of the system have been made very simple, 
systems still do break down and require 
repairs.  Unfortunately, the process of repairs 
has not experienced a corresponding 
simplification due to the very complex nature 
of the machines. Apparently, in a bid to 
simplify the operations of the machines for 
the benefit of the users, the machines have 
invariably become a lot more complex 
internally.  This complexity is transparent to 
the user, so operations remain simple, but 
when faults occur, only the most basic of the 
faults can be rectified by the user.  The 
rectification of other faults requires personnel 
with some non-trivial measure of expertise. It 
is obviously not practicable for all 
establishments using computers to have on 
their payroll personnel with the required level 
of expertise to handle all of their computer 
system problems.  For one, the establishment 
may be too small to maintain such personnel 
permanently on their payroll, or the number 
of computers in the establishment may be too 
small to justify such additional expenditure.  
Furthermore, personnel with the required 
expertise may not be readily available to 
satisfy demand. For these and other reasons, 
firms are established specifically to render 
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maintenance services to computer users and 
user-organizations.  Such a firm would be 
adequately equipped with personnel and tools 
to professionally handle the jobs, and the 
capital cost of personnel and equipment 
would be spread out as the firm hires out its 
services to needy organizations. The rest of 
this article will present the background to the 
work (which may be regarded as a 
justification for the work), the materials and 
methods used, some results obtained, and a 
discussion of the results. It ends up with a 
conclusion. 

Background 
Computer hardware maintenance 

people often find it difficult to give timely 
and speedy attention to faults that occur in 
computer systems. This is often due to late 
arrival of information about the fault, and 
sometimes the information is even inaccurate. 
Computer fault management and repairs can 
be challenging, especially if the number of 
staff available for the job is small, and if 
remote sites are also managed. An engineer 
has to be dispatched to the remote site 
occasionally. Sometimes the engineer gets to 
the site only to discover that the right 
equipment is not available to enable progress 
on the job. In most cases the time taken to 
identify the cause of the problem is actually 
longer than the time taken to fix it. If 
information about faults is received promptly 
and accurately, the maintenance firm stands a 
better chance of correcting the situation 
speedily thereby reducing the downtime of 
the equipment. Having a proactive fault 
monitoring tool helps in the quick 
identification of the root cause of the 
problem, thus leading to a timely solution to 
the problem. The maintenance firm may seek 
to add quality to the practice of engineering 
by enhancing the timeliness of fault clearing 
through networking the computers it services 
and the provision of a software system that 
would make accurate information available 
more speedily across the network. 

The maintenance firm could further 
maintain a database across the network, to 
hold all kinds of information about the 
machines it services, including information 
on physical location, fault history, failure 
rate, and the like. With this facility, a user at 
a remote location could send in a fault report, 
so long as the remote workstation was not 

totally down and could still communicate. 
The accumulated information could be used 
by an engineer at the maintenance company’s 
office to predict the health of the remote 
workstation and plan in advance for its 
maintenance. Fault reports and remedial 
actions taken are entered manually into the 
database. The information forms a data bank 
to be used to track the well-being of the 
dispersed workstations. The fault history of 
each machine would help engineers arrive at 
decisions rapidly concerning the current 
reported problem. The spare parts 
information held in the database would help 
speed up the process of securing any needed 
spare parts for the current job. The 
information available about the physical 
locations of the machines would help 
engineers plan more effectively the logistics 
of getting to the machine as might be 
necessary. The database also gives an overall 
picture of the types and numbers of machines 
maintained by the organization, thus 
providing a good guide for decision on stock 
holding of spare parts. All these contribute to 
the efficient operations of the firm, to render 
quality service to the customers, and advance 
the cause of engineering practice. 

When a software application to be used 
for these services is developed for the 
maintenance firm, it would not be too 
convenient to test it on the existing network 
of computers being serviced by the firm. That 
could seriously interfere with the normal 
operations of the computer owners. This is 
because the testing of network-based 
applications or solutions usually demands a 
series of tedious tasks which may include the 
deployment of the solution at different nodes 
and the configuration of different topologies 
(Fagen et al, 2009). The ideal approach 
would be to put up a local area network to 
serve as a test-bed on which the newly 
developed software would be tested at 
leisure. When all (developers, end-users, 
management, etc.) are satisfied with the new 
application, it could then be implemented on 
the actual network. This work seeks to 
present such a local area network built to test 
applications intended for a third-party 
hardware maintenance firm, to enable the 
firm position itself to render more efficient 
and satisfying service to its customers, and 
generally enhance the practice of 
engineering. 
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Materials and Methods 

The local area network for this work 
was comprised of three computers - one 
laptop and two desktop computers, all 
running on Windows XP Professional 
operating system. The laptop computer was 
an IBM ThinkPad while one of the desktop 
computers was a Brian Pentium 4 and the 
other a Gateway Pentium 4. The network was 
realized in a star topology and employed a 
client/server configuration. This network was 
set up as a private network and was not 
connected to the Internet. The IP addresses 
used were 192.168.0.2 for the server and 
192.168.0.3 and 192.168.0.4 for the clients, 

with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0. These 
IP addresses were chosen because they fall 
within the range of addresses (192.168.0.0 to 
192.168.255.255) set aside by the Internet 
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for 
private Local Area Networks 
(http://www.brasscannon.net). There are two 
ways to assign IP addresses in a LAN. One 
way is to manually assign a static IP address 
to each computer in the LAN and the other is 
to use a special type of server that 
automatically assigns a dynamic IP address to 
each computer as it logs into the network. In 
this work the manual procedure was 
employed. The built network is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 For three or more nodes, a hub or 

switch is required, and straight-through 
cables are used (as opposed to cross-over 
cables). The network in this work made use 
of an 8-port Ethernet 10Base-T hub (Model 
EN 800A) and straight-through unshielded 
twisted pair (UTP) CAT-5 cables. 

Each of the computers used had an 
embedded Network Interface Card (NIC) 
made accessible to the outside world through 
the provision of a socket – the RJ-45 jack. 
The cables with appropriate connectors 
(installed through a process of crimping) 
were plugged into these sockets to physically 
link up the computers, through the hub. Each 
computer was then configured to be on the 
network according to procedures provided in 
the Windows XP Professional operating 
system. These procedures were accessed 
through the Control Panel, which allowed for 
the selection of various options. The protocol 
employed was the Transmission Control 
Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), which 
defines one way that computers on a network 

communicate by exchanging packets (Lee 
and Davies, 2000). 

On completion of setup and 
configuration of the network, tests were 
carried out to check its working. One major 
procedure used for testing was the “pinging” 
of each of the nodes from all the other nodes 
in turn. Pinging is a process of network 
discovery, which is the determination of a 
network topology by a management system, 
and involves the sending of an Internet 
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) message 
to all possible hosts on a network. A “ping” is 
often described as the acronym for Packet 
InterNet Groper, but some others believe that 
it is actually onomatopoeia for the pinging 
sound made by a Sound Navigation Ranging 
(SONAR) Doppler echo when detecting 
remote underwater objects (Murray, 1998). In 
this test the arrival of a response at the node 
doing the pinging from the node being pinged 
was an indication of successful 
communication between the two nodes, 
implying a proper working of the network. 

        Server 

       Client       Client     Hub 

Fig. 1: An Illustration of the built Network 
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Some of the results of these tests are 
presented in Fig. 2. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Display of Results of Successful Ping Tests on the Network 
 

 
The network was tested further with the 

“Traceroute” utility. Traceroute is a computer 
network diagnostic tool for displaying the 
route (or path) of packets of information 
across an Internet Protocol (IP) network, and 
for measuring transit delays of the packets. It 
is a command which can show the path a 
packet of information takes from one 
computer (the originating host) to another 
specified computer (the destination host). It 
will list all the routers the packet passes 
through until it reaches its destination, or fails 

to reach it and is discarded 
(wavelength.co.nz). Traceroute sends a 
sequence of ICMP echo request packets 
addressed to a destination host. The 
originating host expects a reply within a 
specified time (in number of seconds). If a 
packet is not acknowledged within the 
expected time, an asterisk is displayed. 
Traceroute uses the returned ICMP messages 
to produce a list of routers that the packets 
encounter, and to indicate how long it takes 
to hop from one router to another. 
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On Microsoft Windows Operating 
System, the traceroute utility is named 
“tracert”. This was used to test the built 
network, since all the machines were running 
on Windows. Some of the results obtained 
are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 is a 
screenshot of the results that were obtained 
when the trace was done to different hosts on 
the network. It also includes the result 
(shown in the lower half of the figure) 
obtained when the message was sent to a 
non-existent host at IP address 192.168.0.7. 
The process had to be terminated with 
Control-C when it appeared to be unending. 

The asterisks were displayed when the 
expected time for the return of an echo was 
exceeded. Figure 4 shows similar results 
obtained on a different host on the network. 
Here there was no further attempt to trace to 
a non-existent host. However, it was 
observed that in all cases of successful 
tracing (in both figures) the return time was 
less than one millisecond, and no routers 
were identified. This was obviously due to 
the fact that the built network was a very 
small and simple one, with only a hub 
present, and no routers at all. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Results of successful Traceroute test (upper half of the figure) and a failed test (lower half of figure) 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Results of the Traceroute test run from another host on the network 
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Results and Discussion 
Communication was thus established 

between the network nodes, and with the 
network properly set up, it was possible to 
view shared files across it. A database 
application, developed to be employed in the 
monitoring of workstations in a local area 
network (Ukem and Bajoga, 2009) was 
operated across the network once the network 
was properly set up. It was possible to log 
simulated faults manually from any client 
workstation unto the database on the server 
workstation.  

Also, Simple Network Management 
Protocol (SNMP) service was installed and 
configured, together with the SNMP Network 

Management System (NMS) – SNMP 
AdventNet API. After the successful 
installation, it was possible to send SNMP 
messages across the network and receive 
responses accordingly. Some of the screen 
displays captured are presented in Figures 5 
and 6. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained when 
the SNMP “Get” request was issued on all 
variables within System node on Home-2 
network node. Fig. 6 shows the results of a 
similar request on all variables within System 
node on Home-3 network node. (Home-2 and 
Home-3 were the names assigned to some of 
the workstations on the built network.) 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Result of the SNMP Get request on all variables within System node on Home-2 network 

node 
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Fig. 6:  Result of the SNMP Get request on all variables within System node on Home-3 network 

node 
 

 
Conclusion 

A local area network was built, to 
facilitate the safe testing of software 
developed for use by a hardware maintenance 
firm engaged in the maintenance of 
workstations on a network, following the 
realisation that it would be obstructive to test 
newly developed network software on a 
network that is actively in use. The built 
network was tested (using pinging and 
traceroute) and confirmed to be working 
properly. Some developed software was run 
on it, including a database application 
designed to track the operations of a third-
party hardware maintenance firm, and a 
network monitoring application. Since this 
was a private network not involved in any 
live operations, the developed software could 
be tested to any extent without fear of 
disturbing or interfering with any on-going 
operations of the firm. All needed 
adjustments could be made to the software, to 
perfect it for deployment on any desired 

network. The establishment of this local area 
network “test-bed” thus provides for 
relatively stress-free and non-intrusive testing 
of new network application software in a 
peaceful and conflict-free environment that 
adds value to the practice of Engineering. 
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Abstract: Personnel training process is very 
crucial in developing organizations. It implies 
more than one dimension to be optimized. Many 
conflicting criteria should be considered when 
comparing alternatives to choose among or rank 
them. In This article a Multi-Criteria Decision 
Making (MCDM) problem is presented and a 
real-life international company personnel 
selection problem of a new manner is illustrated. 
A modified Technique for Order Preference by 
Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 
method combined to Information Entropy 
Weight method is presented to solve the MCDM 
problem. 

Keywords: Information Entropy;  Multi-Criteria 
Decision Making; Personnel; TOPSIS. 

 

1.  Introduction  

The adequate personnel training have a dramatic 
effect on improving the employees’ 
performance, which will be reflected on the 
growth and competence of the whole 
organization, especially in large-size and multi-
national companies and organizations. Training 
and education are designed to meet personal 
needs for knowledge, talents, and skills, as well 
as the organization’s need for qualified 
personnel. Selection of qualified human 
resources is a key success factor for an 
organization. The complexity and importance of 
the problem call for analytical methods rather 
than intuitive decisions (Kelemenis,2010). 
There is high interest in analyzing the criteria of 
selecting personnel for training as well as their 
educational services provided locally or in other 
countries. 

Personnel selection problem is a well known 
Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
problem which involves many conflicting 

attributes. The merit of MCDM techniques is 
that they consider both qualitative parameters as 
well as the quantitative ones, MCDM includes 
many solution techniques such as Simple 
Additive Weighting (SAW), Weighting Product 
(WP) (Hwang,1981), and Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) (Saaty,1980). The personnel 
selection problem, from the multi-criteria 
perspective, has attracted the interest of many 
scholars as in Seol (2005) and Saremi (2009). In 
this paper a new personnel training selection 
problem existed in a multi-national company is 
presented. The Technique for Order Preference 
by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) 
method, a branch of MCDM methods, is applied 
to rank the candidates for an international course 
of one year duration provided by the company 
to its employees. An Information Entropy 
Weighting (IEW) method is introduced for the 
criteria of selection. This paper is structured as 
following: section 2 is made for the TOPSIS 
approach, section 3 is devoted to the 
Information Entropy Weight new method, the 
case study of the personnel training problem is 
illustrated in section 4, and finally in section 5 
conclusion is presented. 
 
2.  TOPSIS 

A MCDM problem can be concisely expressed 
in a matrix format, in which columns indicate 
criteria (attributes) considered in a given 
problem; and in which rows list the competing 
alternatives. Specifically, a MCDM problem 
with m alternatives (A1, A2, …, Am) that are 
evaluated by n criteria (C1, C2, …, Cn) can be 
viewed as a geometric system with m points in 
n-dimensional space (Jiang,2010). An element 
x ij  of the matrix indicates the performance 
rating of the ith alternative Ai, with respect to the 
jth criterion Cj, as shown in Eq. (1): 
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(1) 

Hwang and Yoon (Hwang,1981), introduced the 
TOPSIS method based on the idea that the best 
alternative should have the shortest distance 
from the positive ideal solution and farthest 
distance from the negative ideal solution. They 
assumed that if each criterion is monotonously 
increasing or decreasing, then it is easy to define 
an ideal solution. Such a solution comprises all 
the best achievable values of the criteria, while 
the worst solution is composed of all the worst 
criteria values achievable, the TOPSIS solution 
method consists of the following steps 
(Ahi,2009): 
 
Step 1: Normalizing the decision matrix: The 
normalization of the decision matrix is done 
using the following transformation, for each xij. 

 

(2) 

Step 2: Constructing the normalized weighted 
decision: The columns of the normalized 
decision matrix are multiplied by the associated 
weights as follows: 

  (3) 

Where wj  represents the weight of  jth criterion, and 

 
Step 3: Determining the positive and negative 
ideal solutions: The positive and negative ideal 
value sets are determined, respectively, as 
follows: 

  (4) 

  (5) 

Where Ωb is the set of benefit criteria and Ωc is the 
set of cost criteria. 

Step 4: Measuring the distance from positive 
and negative ideal solutions: Two Euclidean 
distances for each alternative are calculated as 
follows: 

 
    (6) 

 
     (7) 

Where iS + and iS −  represents the distance of 
alternative Ai from the positive and negative ideal 
solutions, respectively. 

Step 5: Calculating the relative closeness to the 
ideal solution: The relative closeness to the 
ideal solution is defined as follows: 

 
     (8) 

 

Where RCi represents the relative closeness.  

Step 6: Ranking the alternatives: Alternatives 
must be ranked based on RCi in which the 
highest score is the best alternative. 

In the past decade, TOPSIS have been extended 
according to the requirements of different real-
world decision making problems, it has been 
successfully applied in various optimization 
areas like supplier evaluation and selection 
(Chen,2006), expatriate host country selection 
(Chen,2004), robot selection (Chu,2003), 
operating system selection (Balli,2009), 
customer evaluation (Chamodrakas,2009), and 
facility location (El-Santawy,2011). 

3.  Information Entropy Weight              

The weight of the criterion reflects its 
importance in MCDM. In this paper, an 
objective weight is applied; named Information 
Entropy Weight (IEW) based on the information 
entropy of raw data (Zhang,2011). 

Range standardization was done to transform 
different scales and units among various criteria 
into common measurable units in order to 
compare their weights.  

  
                (9) 

D'=(x')mxn is the matrix after range 
standardization; max xij, min xij are the 
maximum and the minimum values of the 
criterion (j) respectively, all values in D' are (0 
≤ x'ij ≤ 1). 
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So, according to the normalized matrix D'= 
(x')mxn  the information entropy is calculated as 
shown in the following steps, first in order to 
avoid the insignificance of ln fij in Eq. (11) fij is 
stipulated as shown in Eq. (10): 

  
(10) 

  
(11) 

After calculating the variation degree (Hj), the 
deviation degree of the criterion (j) noted by 
(Gj) is computed as in Eq. (12) 

  
 

                        (12) 

It is obvious that (Gj) is greater if the value of 
(Hj) is smaller, consequently if the (Gj) is 
higher, the information entropy (Hj) is lower, 
which indicates that the more the information 
criterion (j) provides, the greater weight given to 
the criterion (j). The weight (Wj) of the criterion 
(j) is defined as: 

   

  
                  (13) 

Where  j = 1,2,…,n 

4.   Case Study 

A multi-national company that works in Tele-
Communications is willing to select two 
employees from its personnel to join a one-year 
course provided by one of its suppliers in 
Europe. The course is budgeted by 200,000 
Euros for one person; the supplier company will 
pay the fees, and the whole charges of the two 
employees suggested by the multi-national 
company in order to train and teach the rest of 
the company during the orientation phase after 
the supplier company installs and provides its 
software packages. The company restricted the 
selection to middle management in the technical 
support department found in the whole company 
branches and offices. After many procedures 
and tests done, six candidates are eligible to 
have the opportunity of the course, the multi-
national company Human Resources department 
specifies eight criteria to compare the six 
candidates and put them through many tests for 
them in order to select only two. The process of 

ranking the six candidates in order to select 
optimally two is a typical MCDM problem. 

The Human Resources department set two 
exams to the six candidates; first the fluency in 
the foreign language test was set to be out of 
100 points, and the second computer skills test 
including basic programming concepts to be out 
of 20 points. The human resources department 
set the first criterion C1 to be the age of the 
candidate, the younger is preferable. C2 is set to 
be the experience years in the field; C3 is the 
number of years passed by the candidate inside 
the company. C4 and C5 are the grades obtained 
by each candidate in the two exams set by 
Human Resources department. C6 is set to 
describe the general health status of the 
candidate by having some medical checks and 
tests on a scale from 1 to 9, C7 is the average 
points attained by the candidate on the 
performance assessment annual report during 
the last 5 years; finally C8 is the education 
background including the graduation, 
postgraduate studies, and certificates relevant to 
the course provided. The points are given by the 
Human Resources department to each candidate. 
Table 1 shows the eight criteria, and their 
computation units. The Human Resources 
department presented the data included in the 
decision matrix found in Table 2 showing the 
six candidates, and their performance ratings 
with respect to all criteria. All candidates are 
indexed by the term (CAND) for simplicity.  

Table 1: Criteria and their computation units 
Criterion  

Index 
Criterion 

Description  
Computation  

Units 
C1 Age No. of Years 

C2  Work Experience No. of Years 

C3 Company Experience No. of Years 

C4 Computer Skills Grade (1-20) 

C5 Fluency in the Foreign Language Grade (1-100) 

C6 General Health Points (1-9) 
C7 Personality and Communication Skills Average of  5 

years 
C8 Education Background Points (1-9) 

    Table 2: Decision matrix 
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After the human resources department provided 
the decision matrix above, the management had 
no preference among the criteria, no weights 
specified for the criteria subjective by the 
decision makers, so the Information Entropy 
Weight objective method will be applied in this 
problem. Table 3 illustrates the range 
standardization done to decision matrix as in 
Eq.(9). Table 4 shows the stipulation found in 
Eq. (10) done after. 

        Table 3: Range standardized decision matrix 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

      Table 4: Stipulated ( fij ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Table 5  shows the values of the variation 
degree (Hj), the deviation degree (Gj), and the 
weight assigned to each criterion  (Wj) based on 
information entropy as in Eqs. (11,12, and 13). 
The weights' assignment process is very 
sensitive which will be reflected on the final 
ranking of the candidates, and consequently the 
final choice done by the management. The 
normalization is done for the decision matrix as 
in Eq. (2) resulted in the normalized decision 
matrix found in Table 6. Then by multiplying 
the normalized decision matrix by the associated 
weights as in Eq. (3), the weighted normalized 
decision matrix is obtained as shown in Table 7.  

 

                  Table 5: Weights assigned to criteria 

Table 6: Normalized decision matrix 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

CAND1 36 14 5 18 70 6 83 7 

CAND2 45 20 20 15 90 8 76 9 

CAND3 50 20 10 12 85 6 91 8 

CAND4 38 12 12 16 72 8 78 7 

CAND5 39 17 10 10 74 7 88 6 

CAND6 30 10 8 14 82 9 80 8 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

CAND1 0.3 0.4 0 1 0 0 0.4667 0.3333 

CAND2 0.75 1 1 0.625 1 0.6667 0 1 

CAND3 1 1 0.3333 0.25 0.75 0 1 0.6667 

CAND4 0.4 0.2 0.4667 0.75 0.1 0.6667 0.1333 0.3333 

CAND5 0.45 0.7 0.3333 0 0.2 0.3333 0.8 0 

CAND6 0 0 0.2 0.5 0.6 1 0.2667 0.6667 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 

CAND1 0.1646 0.1687 0.1402 0.2623 0.1418 0.15 0.1982 0.1818 

CAND2 0.2215 0.241 0.2804 0.2131 0.2837 0.25 0.1351 0.2727 

CAND3 0.2532 0.241 0.1869 0.1639 0.2482 0.15 0.2703 0.2273 

CAND4 0.1772 0.1446 0.2056 0.2295 0.156 0.25 0.1532 0.1818 

CAND5 0.1835 0.2048 0.1869 0.1311 0.1702 0.2 0.2432 0.1364 

CAND6 0.1266 0.1205 0.1682 0.1967 0.227 0.3 0.1712 0.2273 

 Hj Gj Wj 

C1 1.596417 -0.596417 0.1278 

C2 1.590412 -0.590412 0.12652 

C3 1.584148 -0.584148 0.12518 

C4 1.581137 -0.581137 0.12453 

C5 1.571574 -0.571574 0.12248 

C6 1.584171 -0.584171 0.12518 

C7 1.57609 -0.57609 0.12345 

C8 1.582682 -0.582682 0.12486 

 C1 

 

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 
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Table 7: Weighted 

normalized decision matrix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After determining A+ and A- (the positive and 
negative ideal solutions) as shown in Eqs. (4,5) S+ and S- (the separation distances from both 
ideal solutions) are computed for each 
alternative as in Eqs. (6,7). Then finally the 
relative closeness index for each candidate is 
computed as shown in Eq. (8). The higher the 
RC value the more preferable the candidate is. 
Table 8 combines the separation distances, the 
Relative Closeness (RC) score for each 
candidate, and their final ranks. 

Table 8: Ranking and scores 

 
As shown in Table 8., the company should 
select the second and the fourth candidates for 
the training course provided, because of their 
highest RC. 

5.   Conclusion 

A real-life personnel selection training problem 
of a new manner is introduced; a new objective 
method of determining weights is illustrated. 

The TOPSIS method was introduced to solve 
this MCDM problem which should be 
reformulated and solved if any parameter or 
alternative is added or deleted because of the 
sensitivity of MCDM problems to any changes. 
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